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INTRODUCTION

In 1905, President Theodore Roosevelt decided that an issue in American society carried so much importance to him personally that he felt compelled to intervene directly. The situation in front of Roosevelt did not involve any economic problems or out-of-control businesses, though the U.S. found itself in the midst of the Progressive Era; it did not involve any issues of the infringement of personal or civil rights, though immigrants had been flocking to America for the past half-century; and it did not concern anything related to foreign affairs, though the U.S. had engaged in a multitude of imperialistic overseas campaigns in the previous several decades.¹ Instead, President Roosevelt decided to tackle the rapidly coalescing crisis surrounding college football, the game that the outdoors-obsessed Roosevelt adored above all others. Roosevelt found himself in a complex situation. The President supported football for the manly qualities it encouraged, for the “more virile virtues” the game developed which “go to make up a race of statesmen and soldiers, of pioneers and explorers by land and sea, of bridge-builders and road-makers.”² Yet Roosevelt recognized that the sport had endured so much criticism over its brutal, violent nature, as well as the pervasive commercialism that came to define the game, that he knew football’s future as a large-scale cultural activity could be at risk. As such, Roosevelt took action so save college football by calling a White House summit

of representatives of the leading Eastern football schools, hoping he could implore his guests to reform the game and stave off football’s demise.³

Roosevelt certainly possessed a prominent voice in the debate over college football given his stature, but others carried influence as well, including Caspar Whitney. One of the more well known enthusiasts of amateur sport and college football in particular, Whitney had glowingly written about football for years in a weekly column for Harper’s Weekly magazine, the leading periodical for a national, educated middle-class audience, as well as in other similar publications.⁴ Whitney glorified football for its endearing physical qualities and the joys of competition, yet he, too, found himself in a complicated position. While Whitney loved the game of football, he had become disgusted at the overly violent tendencies of some players and teams, as well as the way that professional tendencies came to strongly mark the supposedly amateur sport. Because of these issues, Whitney came to criticize aspects of college football as much, if not more, than he praised the sport over the later years of the 1890s. The sports enthusiast wrote in 1894 that college football required “drastic treatment” to stop out-of-control violence and professionalism, and that he believed the “business air must be taken out of the game or the game struck out of amateur sport.”⁵ Whitney’s turn reflected how an air of controversy began to surround college football in the later years of the 19th century.

---

Despite the fears at the turn of the 20th century, football has not gone away. In fact, football is the most popular sport in the U.S. today. But the issues of violence and professionalism in the game that so stimulated figures such as Theodore Roosevelt and Caspar Whitney have not gone away either. In fact, parallel figures in the present day have spoken about the same concerns. President Obama is one of the bigger sports fans to hold the Oval Office since Roosevelt himself, and while Obama has not shown any indications that he will directly intervene in the sports world, as his predecessor did, Obama has made public comments on several occasions about problems in various sports. Most recently, Obama spoke about the violence in football, particularly the professional National Football League, in the wake of the rising concern over the long-term health effects of concussions and other injuries that players sustain. Obama maintained that he wants “to make sure we’re doing everything we can to make the sport safer,” and that “the game’s probably going to evolve a little bit” in order to accomplish that. The President said he felt special concern over youth football players, stretching all the way to the collegiate ranks, since they could not necessarily be expected to understand the risks of football to the same extent as professional players.

College football in particular has increasingly come under fire in recent years from the sports media and government officials. This criticism has focused on the corruption and hypocrisy inherent in the sport’s model as run by the National Collegiate Athletic Association, the governing body of college athletics (the forerunner of which

---

6 A poll conducted by the Washington Post in 2012 found that 35 percent of respondents named pro football as their favorite sport to watch, nearly three times more than the second sport of baseball. Don Walker, Survey Says: Football is Nation’s Most Popular Sport, 5 September 2012, http://www.jsonline.com/blogs/sports/168595556.html.

came into existence in the months after Roosevelt’s summit). Prominent writer and historian Taylor Branch helped put the issue on the national conscience in his expose in September 2011 for *The Atlantic* magazine. In his piece, Branch describes how certain college sports, notably football, have become intensely commercialized, big-business endeavors, in which the NCAA, corporations, and other entities earn millions of dollars off of the labor of college athletes, who are unpaid due to the philosophy of amateurism that has guided intercollegiate athletics since their founding in the United States in the years after the Civil War. Branch lambasted this state of college athletics, likening it to colonialism or a plantation system in the way that athletes generate unseemly amounts of revenue for outside adults and are barred from retaining any of it.⁸

The same issues that surrounded college football at the turn of the 20th century still resonate today, and examining the debates over violence and commercialism/professionalism from the earlier era illuminates and explains the origins of the current controversy. The growing criticism from alumni, faculty members, and other observers in the 1890s came to a head in the early 1900s, when college authorities at many football-playing schools came together to attempt radical reform that would significantly alter the structure and form of the game, or potentially even lead to college football’s abolishment. How, then, did college football survive (and even thrive) until today? How did college football emerge from the conflicts of the early 20th century essentially unscathed, or at least undamaged enough that the sport would still have a cultural mandate to continue to expand?

This project has produced a variety of findings that help answer these questions. College football became a popular activity because the society surrounding it—with white middle- and upper-class males holding most of the power—placed high value on violence and physicality. The sport developed as a highly competitive, highly commercialized endeavor because middle-class values of competition and ambition, derived from the rapidly developing large-scale capitalist U.S. economy that encouraged unchecked commercial growth, dominated national culture and university culture. A group of interests, consisting largely of older alumni and university presidents and faculty, began to criticize the character of the sport. Older alumni grew concerned because the nature of college football violated the older, outdated upper-class ideal of amateurism, while university representatives mostly felt that college football had assumed too significant of a place in university and student life. Ultimately, university interests, the group that possessed the power to potentially enact lasting reform, failed to do so because they could not alter the sport’s inherent professionalized structure. This failure reflected the ascendancy of the capitalist economy and middle-class values over the older, more genteel values that informed the sport’s early development, and the extent to which middle-class values had grown to dominate national culture. Additionally, opposition to football’s character reveals the upper class’s anxiety over its eroding power in the spheres of national culture and university education.

A variety of secondary literature and its connection to college football’s growth help contextualize the above findings. By the early 1890s, the sport had become an institution for students, alumni, and outside observers at all of the leading schools in the East, the region where the game had initially developed in the first half of the century as a
casual, student-centric, somewhat chaotic activity after it arrived from England, the birthplace of all forms of football. After the Civil War, students and graduates devoted more time and interest to the game, developing it into an organized, codified activity. University teams competed against each other in contests that began to attract significant interest among the wider public and national press. Football grew in the other regions of the country, too, albeit at a slower pace (including at the University of Michigan), but by the late 1880s, football had become an important activity in the South, Midwest, and Far West as well.

Bederman has shown that in the second half of the 19th century, the white, male components of the middle and upper classes began to value brute physicality and outdoor activity. This development marked a shift in these groups’ previous notions of masculinity that centered on gentility and reservedness. The working classes valued physical exertion and violence, meaning upper/middle-class men considered such values to be beneath them. However, due to several factors, chiefly the changing economy, the middle and upper classes began to co-opt lower-class brute values, making football a perfect game to play. Additionally, Bledstein’s work points to how the U.S.’s development of a large-scale capitalist economy bolstered the size and influence of said middle class, whose competitive values and drive began to dominate the culture at large. This process unfolded in one way through the football teams at universities, as the middle class began to attend institutions of higher learning in greater and greater numbers after the Civil War, bringing their values with them. Thelin has built on this, showing that

---

10 Jerome Bledstein, *The Culture of Professionalism: The Middle Class and the...
universities themselves exhibited the same middle-class values during this era, engaging in rapid expansion, growth, and commercial behavior.\textsuperscript{11}

Reflecting the society around it, college football as practiced in the later years of the 19\textsuperscript{th} century assumed an intensely violent character, and players and teams pursued wins with vigor and dedicated significant amounts of time and effort to this end. These characteristics went against the amateur origins of the sport that held that winning should not be a prime concern. Older alumni, members of the press, and university faculty/presidents began to criticize college football at this time. These factions all publically condemned college football, which led the alumni who controlled the teams and intercollegiate competitions to institute moderate reform at various times, always enough to stave off criticism momentarily without any significant lasting change—much in the same way the National Collegiate Athletic Association and the professional National Football League still operate today. Finally, university representatives attempted to take control of college football during the time after Roosevelt’s summit, resulting in the most momentous reform yet. But ultimately, the movement failed to change the character of the game, meaning the win-at-all-costs mentality and its associated practices still permeated college football even after the sport underwent its most significant crisis. The middle-class influences that had made college football a large-scale, violent, commercialized activity had won out, despite the reforms that football leaders instituted. The rest of this project explores this process in more detail.

The story of the development of football at the University of Michigan and the ensuing controversy over its practices follows a similar pattern to that of college football

\textsuperscript{11} Thelin, \textit{A History of American Higher Education}. 
in the East. A separate chapter covers this material, serving as an in-depth case study of football conflict at one university, producing an examination of how a particular collegiate football program with one of the most passionate fan bases in the country—Michigan Wolverines football—navigated early, intense growth and withstood attempts to curb the large-scale nature of the sport through reform. College football in the Midwest (referred to as the West in contemporary documents) developed more slowly than in the East, but by the middle of the 1890s, football had become a cultural activity with close to the same level of significance as the sport enjoyed in the East, especially among football heavyweights of the region such as Michigan.

The sport also possessed the same issues as it did in the East, though alumni, writers, and faculty criticized Western football more so for its professionalism than its violence. President James Angell of Michigan headed a movement in the early 1900s that sought to reform the professionalism of Western college football. After much debate, Michigan’s football apparatus and faculty decided to leave the conference of reforming schools, choosing to continue pursuing professionalized college football over significant reform. A Michigan case study thus shows that the developments in the East, the sport’s locus in this time, also similarly occurred elsewhere in the country; college football’s extreme popularity and the failure to reform it went far beyond the boundaries of the East.

Scholars have produced only a small amount of literature that deals explicitly with college football, but this research has treated several different areas within the larger topic. The most significant work, Ronald A. Smith’s *Sports and Freedom*, examines college football (and all college sport generally) through the prism of control—the extent
to which students, alumni, and university faculty controlled football teams and the sport generally. Smith argues that the shift in control from students to professional outsiders is responsible for the highly commercialized climate around large college sports today.\textsuperscript{12} Oriard’s research focuses on the role of newspapers in the growth of college football. In the late 1800s, newspapers simultaneously developed a sensationalistic character and an extensive readership. Oriard argues this style of newspaper coverage created a sensationalistic atmosphere around college football that largely explains the sport’s rapid increase in popularity.\textsuperscript{13} As far as the two main points of analysis for this project, violence and commercialism, Watterson’s research is the only significant work that has treated either.\textsuperscript{14} However, Watterson mostly examined violence, and did not do so in a critical manner but rather in more of a narrative form. Thus, there is a gap in the study of college football, as no major work has focused on the social meanings behind the controversy surrounding it in the early 1900s. The research gap surrounding Michigan football is even more significant. There is an extreme lack of intellectual material devoted to this period of the school’s football history, let alone the larger social meanings behind it. The works that have covered this topic are generally non-scholarly and narrative-based. This project should bolster the literature for both college football in general and Michigan football.

This thesis focuses on the general period between 1890 and 1907, with the years before and after these markers also examined for contextual purposes. The paper begins by examining the development of college football into a widely popular cultural activity.

\textsuperscript{12} Smith, \textit{Sports and Freedom}.
The initial chapter also discusses the cultural changes that marked this period of American history, as they set up the discussion of the second chapter, which focuses on the backlash that developed against college football in the 1890s. Both of these chapters will center on “national” discussion and issues, but because the Eastern colleges received by far the most “national” public treatment and interest, they will serve as the main subjects of analysis. The third chapter covers the development of football at Michigan and the local controversy that developed on the university’s campus in the wake of attempts by Western faculties to scale back college football in their region, culminating with Michigan’s decision to withdraw from the forerunner of the Big Ten conference, the body leading the reform efforts.

Ideally, this thesis provides the reader with a discussion of a subject rarely before treated in this manner and with this method. It should serve as a way to educate the reader about the nature of a sport that is undeniably significant in society today, exploring the origins of college football’s cultural relevance and what the developments during its initial period of controversy reveal about the stakeholders involved in the sport and the society that first grew to appreciate it. For University of Michigan students, faculty members, and fans, the case study in the third chapter should prove especially illuminating. Additionally, this project should challenge several generally accepted notions about this time period, which is generally associated with the Progressive Era and successful efforts at reform. One way this project accomplishes this is by displaying college football as an example of a reform movement with essentially no influential female participation, even though women participated in and led several reform efforts during this time. Additionally, while scholars have often pointed to the middle class as
constituting the driving force behind several reform campaigns of the early 20th century, the middle class and its values are essentially responsible for the proliferation of the features of college football that drew extensive complaints and criticism. Most significantly, college football serves as an example of one movement from this period in which reformers failed to make lasting change, which is especially noteworthy since the sport held so much cultural importance. In an era often defined by successful attempts to reform out-of-control, far-reaching interests, college football came out of this time period with an even greater impetus for continued growth. The fact that a phenomenon that affected so much of the country emerged from a reforming era with no significant change is striking; the controversy over college football thus stands as a case that potentially threatens the soundness of traditional conclusions that historians have drawn about this time period in American history.
Figure 1: A scrimmage of the Harvard football team in 1902
CHAPTER ONE: The Rise of College Football

At approximately 2:30 p.m. on September 25, 1890, Arthur Cumnock strode onto the grass of Jarvis Field on the grounds of Harvard College. The captain of the school’s football team, Cumnock had recently asked for candidates from the student body to come try out for the Crimson “eleven.” Faced with the turnout before him, Cumnock could not have been disappointed; upon calling for those interested to officially present themselves, close to 100 men “seemed to pour out” on to the field, more than had ever tried out before. The team did not lack for qualified participants, either—only about four open spots for the squad existed if every member from the 1889 Crimson team once again earned his way on for the 1890 season. But despite the low chances of actually making the team, those students trying out exuded enthusiasm. Cumnock and J.H. Hunt, a junior who had helped coach the freshman team the previous season, supervised as the would-be players went through tackling, blocking, and ball-carrying drills. Each man assuredly had a fair chance to “show (his) worth” to his potential captain and assistant, even if most would leave Jarvis Field disappointed that day.

The scene on Harvard’s campus that day indicates that the game of football had attained lofty status in the hearts and minds of the undergraduates by the opening of the 1890s. Indeed, this held true at all of the larger, more hallowed universities of the East by this time, as well as the smaller Eastern schools (students in the Far West, Midwest, and South also took greater interest in college football, rapidly beginning to catch up to their Eastern counterparts). But football had only reached this point after a period of marked growth. In the middle of the 19th century, when university men first began

---

1 “Harvard Athletics Booming,” Boston Daily Advertiser, 26 September 1890, p. 5, issue 76, col. C.
practicing the activity that eventually morphed into organized football, the game possessed a much different character, in that it had little organization and few rules and competition did not extend past inter-class games. The growth of college football did not assume an overly complex character, but the sport developed into its eventual 1890s form only due to a variety of forces of wider American society over the second half of the century. These developments included shifting conceptions of masculinity, as the white male-dominated middle and upper classes began to favor strenuous activities; the rise of the large-scale capitalist economy, which promoted new ideals of aggressiveness, competition, and assertiveness in order for men to succeed, and also led to an increase in the size and influence of the middle class; and the escalating influence of middle class culture and values in universities and wider American society. This chapter traces the rise of college football to the moment just before a backlash emerged against the sport in the 1890s and examines how social contexts guided the sport’s development.

Football originated in Britain, where it developed most prominently in the elite public schools for upper-class young boys. The philosophy of amateurism, a creation of the English gentry from the previous several centuries, guided the sport’s development. Essentially, amateurs believed that sport should be practiced only for its own sake, not for any monetary gain, and not with any serious devotion. \(^2\) Amateurism also informed football as it began to take hold in America after the game made its way across the Atlantic to the upper-class institutions of the eastern U.S., most notably Harvard College and Yale College. The inception of intercollegiate competition, beginning with a match between Princeton and Rutgers in 1869, challenged the amateur idea that students would play football casually and without an emphasis on winning. As alumni and

undergraduates instituted rule changes and football in the U.S. thus became distinguished from its British cousin, the importance behind the games increased and the stakes surrounding college football grew ever higher over the next two decades.

Football represented the ideal game for young upper- and middle-class white men (and older men of these classes to watch and take interest in) because it perfectly encapsulated the values of later 19th century masculinity, helping to explain the sport’s rapidly growing popularity during this time. Moving away from Victorian ideals of moderation and physical reservedness, the typical man of the later 19th century believed in more heightened aggressiveness and greater physical activity. According to Bederman, this marked a response to something approaching a “crisis of masculinity.” The end of the Civil War and the close of the frontier meant men had no means of physically challenging themselves in their daily lives. Lower-class workers also rapidly invaded and thus threatened the traditional economic sphere of these men as the industrial, capitalist economy boomed. In response, middle- and upper-class men co-opted the masculine values of the working classes, embracing roughness and physicality.3 Theodore Roosevelt served as the perfect symbol for these changing values. The eventual president became perhaps the most vocal and visible supporter of the “strenuous life,” and it thus seems natural that Roosevelt heavily supported college football, especially his alma mater, Harvard.

The importance of white, middle-class masculine values went along with the general rise of that class’s influence in American society, especially regarding the class’s culture of aspiration. As the economy became more business-capitalist, the middle class grew in size over the course of the 19th century, and its influence correspondingly

3 Bederman, Manliness and Civilization.
magnified. This meant that general culture began to favor the class’s preferred activities, such as college football. Thelin shows that the middle class also looked to the flourishing university movement to aid it in its dreams of bettering itself. An increasing number of young men qualified for and sought a university education over the second half of the 19th century. The number of universities correspondingly grew rapidly in this period, as did the size, scope, and educational capabilities of the schools. The white middle class sent more and more young men to universities, and these students brought with them their ideals of masculinity and culture. Those students at the traditionally upper-class Ivy League schools found themselves joined by more middle-class peers and also began espousing the middle class’s competitiveness and intense drive.4

College football developed and became a socially popular, influential cultural activity in the midst, and because of, all the change within the United States. The remainder of this chapter explores this in greater detail, beginning with a rough sketch of the actual development of the sport itself and culminating with its crystallization as a subject of mass interest. Newspapers from the three leading Eastern cities of New York, Philadelphia, and Boston help relate the story of football’s rise most significantly, as does Harper’s Weekly magazine, specifically the weekly column about amateur sport written by Caspar Whitney. The combination of these sources helps explain the rise of college football in the second half of the 19th century into a widely popular, violent activity with anti-amateur tendencies.

**Origins of Football**

The origins of the activity that became football in the United States can be found most explicitly in Great Britain, dating back several centuries (though one later observer

---

connected the game all the way back to biblical times, based on descriptions of games in
the Old Testament). In 1314, King Edward II of England made an edict that banned the
playing of “foot ball,” which serves as the probable earliest record of a football-like
game. The sport took a form in its earliest days in the Middle Ages foreign to its eventual
modern manifestation. The game involved entire towns tussling violently over a large
leather ball. A town’s sexton would drop the ball in the middle of the market square, at
which time the entire population of the town, or close to it, commenced a free-for-all
brawl of sorts with the end goal being for one side to carry the ball to the opposite edge
of the town, a move that ended the game. The final step involved clearing out the dead
and wounded from the square or any other place that the game traveled to as the
participants moved in a massive swarm about the town. The style of this forerunner of
college football foreshadowed the violence that denoted the sport once it became a
codified activity in the U.S.

Despite King Edward’s edict, the sport did make its way into modernity by the
late 18th century, thanks mostly to the British secondary school system. Known as “public
schools” (though they would be considered “private” academies in American vernacular),
these institutions served as the prime training grounds for upper-class British youth.
Young boys went to the schools at an early age for educational and social training that
prepared them for leadership roles in the Empire appropriate for their lofty social stature.
Physical education represented a key component of this, and football served as the major
activity for the boys. The basic structure of the game remained the same at each school.

In what more resembled what is known today in the U.S. as soccer, two teams of students

5 Parke H. Davis, *Football: The American Intercollegiate Game* (New York: Charles Scribner’s
Sons, 1911), 3-4.
attempted to kick a ball down the field and score in the other team’s goal. Each school, though, developed its own twists on the sport, causing small changes in the way teams played depending on the location. The most significant variation came in 1823 at Rugby School, when a boy named William Ward Ellis broke with all conceptions of the sport by picking up the leather ball and running with it.\(^7\) This spawned the game of rugby, from which American football evolved.

The class stature of the boys at the public schools, the ones responsible for football’s early proliferation, is a critical point. The sport grew in Britain through the agency of the upper class, also called the “leisure class.” This distinction refers to the nature of the landed aristocracy, in that because its members did not have to actually labor for a living, they could pursue leisure activities as they liked. The gentry saw it beneath them to devote significant physical energy towards improving at one skill or game, since such behavior marked a necessity of the lower classes; workers had to put all their time and effort into their area of vocation in order to earn a living, so they could theoretically only pursue sport if they were being paid to do so (which eventually became the case). In this way, sport could only be respectable if practiced for leisure and not for money. This meant respectable sport belonged firmly to, and could only be practiced by, the upper class. This philosophy did not preclude those participating in games from trying to win their contests; only when individuals put winning above all else, and/or dedicated significant time to training to win, would amateur principles be violated, since a supposed professional athlete—a looked-down-on member of the lower class—based his livelihood

on winning and thus providing a return on the investment which he represented.\textsuperscript{8} The concept of amateurism came from this thinking. The notion of practicing sport solely for sport’s sake and not for money, and latter being considered “low-class”, originated most directly from the British gentry and aristocracy. These men developed the concept of amateurism because it fit their societal status and levels of wealth. Since amateurism “flourishes” in places with large leisure classes—and thus places with significant class division—it is natural that Britain had parties that associated so closely with amateur ideals.\textsuperscript{9} And since football grew most markedly at schools for upper class boys, young men spread the sport under the influence of amateurism. Football’s inherent association with upper class values and amateurism later emerged as a key issue in the U.S., where tensions developed as more and more parties with no strong bias towards these ideals began to practice the sport.

Even though scholars generally accept that football emerged in the United States as a result of inspiration from the British, research has not produced a specific instance or date when the game officially migrated to America. It is known, though, that football initially appeared at the schools in the East that would later become known as the Ivy League. As with Britain, then, football found itself most entrenched at the institutions that harbored the U.S.’s social elite, notably Harvard and Yale (these colleges being elite simply because they represented essentially the only places of higher learning in the still-developing U.S). These colleges’ early football prominence also appeared to ensure that amateurism would guide American football. The form of football that college men played in the early years of the 19\textsuperscript{th} century resembled Middle Age British football: mass

\textsuperscript{9} Perry, \textit{The Amateur Spirit}, 4,11.
amounts of players, few rules, and extreme violence.\textsuperscript{10} The sport became utilized mostly as a vehicle for hazing the freshmen class. Through the 1830s at Harvard and several other colleges, the sophomores, and occasionally the juniors and seniors, engaged the freshmen in a brutal game of football with the main purpose being to inflict violence. Even though the sport gradually developed more order in this period, the soccer-like game allowed the upperclassmen to kick and strike the new class of campus men at will.\textsuperscript{11}

The freshman-sophomore hazing game reached Yale (which eventually became, along with Harvard, one of the behemoths of college football before the turn of the next century) in 1840. In the 1850s, the students who played football began organizing the sport more, gradually giving it more order even though the activity still resembled soccer more than any other game. This process of growth culminated in 1869 with what is recognized as the first intercollegiate football game ever played, as Rutgers College met the College of New Jersey (which later changed its name to Princeton). Three years later, the sport of football became an officially organized and codified activity at each school of the powerful triumvirate of Harvard, Princeton, and Yale.\textsuperscript{12} Two years later, in 1874, Yale, Columbia, Princeton, and Rutgers organized the Intercollegiate Football Association, marking further consolidation of the sport.\textsuperscript{13} The IFA served as the prime rule-making body for college football for the next 31 years, essentially wielding all power in the sport (even though Harvard never permanently joined, the Crimson generally played by the IFA’s rules and competed against the league’s members). The participating

\textsuperscript{10} Davis, \textit{Football: The American Intercollegiate Game}, 33.
\textsuperscript{12} Davis, \textit{Football: The American Intercollegiate Game}, 37-56.
schools still had differing rules at this point, however. Some teams played by rugby rules, some by traditional soccer rules, and some with a hybrid of the two systems. A game between Harvard and McGill University of Canada in 1874, in which the teams played under McGill’s favored rugby rules, proved key; the Harvard players liked the rules so much that they fully adopted a rugby style of play. The IFA member schools followed suit in 1876. The schools that constituted the backbone of college football now had a uniform style of play, creating the impetus for substantial intercollegiate competition.

Students and, increasingly, alumni who kept their interest in the sport developed greater changes and innovations to football in the later 1870s and 1880s. These years thus saw the shaping of football into the activity that Americans in the 1890s would be familiar with. Between 1880 and 1884, schools with codified teams adopted a series of new rules, marking perhaps the most important development yet for football. The most significant changes included lowering the number of players on the field to 11, instituting a line of scrimmage, forbidding “slugging” (hitting a player outside the bounds of the game), and creating a new scoring system that awarded points for touchdowns for the first time. The transformation had essentially been completed; over the course of the 19th century, American football progressed from a game characterized by mass chaos and violence, to a more codified endeavor resembling soccer and rugby, to finally the sport called “football” known for its distinct nature compared to other football-derived sports around the world.

---

16 Ibid.
College football, despite the patent expansion it had already enjoyed, still possessed more growth potential at this time. An observer in 1892, when football still looked very little like it does in the present day, remarked that in 1877, “football was a barbarous and unscientific contest between boots and shins.” In one illustration of this, the Thanksgiving Day game—the championship of the IFA, first played in 1877—did not grow into the New York-based landmark social event that it eventually became until the mid-1880s. In another example, players still wore only flannel suits as uniforms, a far cry from the padded clothes and other safety equipment players adorned by the 1890s. Still, the striking growth and shifting form of the game after the Civil War seemed to indicate that football had a staying presence. In the words of Davis, by the early 1880s, football had become a “well-established college game.”

**Changing Masculinity**

College football’s ascended as a popular activity during a time in which masculine ideals shifted. The sport perfectly captured the essence of what white middle- and upper-class American men valued after the Civil War. Earlier in the century, football or any other such strenuous physical activity would have been a foreign concept to men of decent social standing. Bederman explains this by pointing to the economy. After the founding of the U.S. and through the first part of the 19th century, the country operated under a small-scale market economic system. The nature of this economy meant that men found success with consistent, sound work. Risks and other wildly ambitious behavior proved dangerous in the market economy, seeing that as long as one continued to produce
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quality products, his economic viability and the self-sufficiency of his family unit seemed a safe prospect. Thus, men of middle-to-high social standing believed that the extent to which a man acted with “high-minded self restraint” revealed the degree of his manliness.\textsuperscript{21} Proper masculinity meant for men to always be reserved and in control of their passions. Prevailing belief categorized women as highly emotional, to the point of being dangerous, even, leaving men to balance the marriage with their restrained dispositions and dignified demeanors.\textsuperscript{22}

The dominant conception of masculinity changed as the economy itself changed over the course of the 19\textsuperscript{th} century. Small-scale capitalism faded after the conclusion of the Civil War and large-scale, corporation-driven, boom-and-bust capitalism replaced it. Men found that the old favored values of gentility and self-restraint proved useless in the new economic environment, which stressed competition, assertiveness, and action.

Bederman also argues that the growing numbers and visibility of a developing working class, which consisted heavily of poor immigrants during one of the largest immigration periods in U.S. history, challenged white middle- and upper-class men. The more “respectable” men responded by embracing physical activity and outdoor exercise in an attempt to “revitalize” their manhood, and by co-opting the rougher, more brutish values of the working class for themselves. The new economic system brought a more rigidly defined conception of labor time, bringing greater opportunities for leisure and thus spaces for middle- and upper-class men to explore their new values.\textsuperscript{23} Harper’s Weekly

\textsuperscript{21} Bederman, \textit{Manliness and Civilization}, 12.
\textsuperscript{22} Michael C.C. Adams, \textit{The Great Adventure: Male Desire and the Coming of World War I} (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1990), 24-25.
\textsuperscript{23} Bederman, \textit{Manliness and Civilization}, 11-17.
noticed an “athletic revival” as early as 1860 and the physical exercise craze continued to grow even after.\textsuperscript{24}

By the later years of the 19\textsuperscript{th} century, physical exercise held a prominent place in the culture of men of decent or greater wealth, and many espoused the value of exercise and sport, the latter of which encapsulated the importance that new manly culture placed on both competitiveness and physical well being. A writer in \textit{Outing} magazine dedicated an entire article to the importance of sport for the country, arguing that such physical activity benefitted both one’s health and one’s mental well-being, since sport offered a “diversion” from the stresses of life. He also spoke indirectly of the economic changes affecting the culture, observing “as the necessity for physical exertion lessens among us, the artificial incentives to physical exercise increase, and make ever more and more disciples.”\textsuperscript{25} Caspar Whitney wholeheartedly agreed. The author of a weekly column on amateur sport for \textit{Harper’s Weekly}, the leading middle-class publication of the later 19\textsuperscript{th} century, Whitney supported sport, especially amateur sport, as strongly or perhaps more strongly than any other middle/upper-class cultural personality. Revealing his extreme faith in amateur sport, Whitney once wrote that the rise in interest in amateur sport on the part of the upper classes “is an almost daily recognition of its actual necessity to a healthful and peaceful existence.”\textsuperscript{26} Echoing these sentiments, a reporter for \textit{The Sun} newspaper in New York City described physical exercise as “flourishing” in 1889, and said emphatically “the programs offered ought to satisfy even the most fastidious lover of
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outdoor exercise.” Bederman’s assertion that middle-class men appeared “unusually obsessed with manhood” towards the end of the 19th century appears a valid one, given the preponderance of interest in activities that reinforced said manhood.

No man better represented the new ideals of masculinity than Theodore Roosevelt. Though he did not become president until right after the turn of the century, Roosevelt assumed a prominent place in public life and culture during the decade or so before due to several other political positions he held and his famous service in the Spanish-American War. Roosevelt thus served as one of the most well known boosters of the “strenuous life,” of the necessity of strong physical exertion for a healthy, masculine, virile existence. Roosevelt effectively symbolized the rugged outdoorsman despite his upper-class upbringing. He received plenty of outdoors time as a sickly boy, since his father emphasized the benefits of being active. At one point in adulthood, Roosevelt moved west and lived on a ranch, which, according to a magazine profile-writer, gave the New York native “a constitution, rugged and without a blemish, and a physique that is superb.” In summing up Roosevelt’s nature, the biographer described the man thusly in *McClure’s Magazine*:

> Not an athlete but thoroughly athletic. A naturalist before he was a hunter. To him the intimate association with birds, trees, and plants of the forest is as much the joy of hunting as the clever stalking of game and the chance of a difficult shot. A perfectly natural man, whose physique, through persistent effort, has been remarkably developed, enabling him to play to the limit of human endurance the arduous game of life.
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Roosevelt derived his ideals of manhood from the closing of the frontier in the period after the Civil War. That left no arena for men to actively engage in rough, virile, masculine-confirming behaviors, such as clearing the frontier in the West and actually engaging in battle. Roosevelt and men of similar thinking worried about what would happen to American manhood with no outlet for physical expression, fearing complacency, weakness, and degradation of men’s bodies. Thus, men had to respond by actively seeking to assert their manhood through vigorous outdoor activities. This philosophy, Bederman argues, even informed Roosevelt’s foreign policy views as president. He sought to increase the U.S.’s overseas empire in order to stimulate the nation’s manly growth by asserting the country’s power.\(^{31}\) On a smaller, peacetime scale, however, demanding physical exercise and sport satisfied masculine needs in the eyes of Roosevelt and those of similar thinking.

Football, with its inherent roughness, served as the defining game that emerged out of this period. Roosevelt supported the sport staunchly, and interestingly his support carried a class dimension. He once guest-wrote a column in *Harper’s Weekly* to defend the game against its attackers when the initial movement against football emerged, arguing that football and other similar sports carried special importance for members of the middle and upper classes since they received no physical stimulation in their non-blue-collar jobs. Beyond the class dynamic, Roosevelt placed his faith in the way that the sport promoted “the more virile virtues” that mostly went unattended in the “peaceful and commercial” United States.\(^{32}\) Reverend Elisha Andrews, then the president of Brown University, joined Roosevelt as a high-profile proponent of football for the way the sport


promoted the idealized masculinity. Andrews praised the “danger” of football, since it “developed manhood, quick and cool judgment (better) than any other game I know.”

Whitney went so far as to compare one great game between Princeton and Yale to a battle for survival in the mountains and a fierce boxing match. These descriptions evoke the way the new masculinity represented a cooption of working class values, since the middle and upper classes associated boxing with the lower classes, and also reveal the masculinity’s association with the type of tugged outdoorsman activities espoused most famously by Roosevelt.

The popularity of rugged masculinity and, by extension, football, even changed certain cultural symbols, at least according to one prominent football man. At a banquet for the famous Yale football booster Walter Camp, a compatriot announced that the stereotype of the idiot, brawny athlete and the frail, “coughing” intellectual had been turned on its head. Not only had the development of athletic ability lost its stigma, but it had reached the point of being encouraged and promoted, reflecting the values of the new masculinity. These ideals held a strong position in the culture, too; commenting on the several deaths resulting from a game of cricket—hardly a dangerous sport compared to football—a newspaper reporter lamented the news, but resigned himself to any inherent danger, acknowledging that it was “our way” to play “strenuous” games. The reporter believed that better education of players would be necessary to help avoid such tragedies, but did not entertain the idea of simply not engaging in dangerous physical activities.

This position signifies the firm establishment of physical culture and the game of
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football, particularly, among the middle and upper classes by the later years of the 19th century. The new masculinity that had emerged by this time provided the perfect environment to foster the growth of the rough, dangerous, manly sport of football. The thought that such manly features could eventually cause a backlash against the sport did not enter the minds of football’s supporters in this early period.

**Education and Class**

College football developed at a time when the culture surrounding higher education saw marked shifts, in much the same way that masculinity changed in the same period. Before the 19th century, colleges did not very much resemble universities today. In colonial times, colleges served as rigid training grounds for upper-class young men. The curriculum concentrated on classical languages and ancient authors, with no real training for specialized fields. Teachers mostly utilized endless recitations and rote memorization. These practices reflected the ideals that guided colleges at this time. The colonial elite sent their sons there to develop into Christian gentlemen, according to Thelin. 

Student life mirrored this rigidity. Faculty strictly oversaw students’ lives, leaving pupils essentially no freedom outside of the classroom. In the 19th century, students began to rebel against this unforgiving educational style by creating their own “extracurricular” activities. Examples of these included literacy societies, debate clubs, fraternities, and athletics, the last of which assumed greater primacy over the course of the century as physical activity in general rose to prominence in the culture.

By the later years of the century, it seemed that the extracurricular activity of football had surpassed even the actual curriculum in terms of societal importance. One
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newspaper observer, noticing how much time football players devoted to their sport, compared the game to an elective class (also a new institution by this time as part of universities’ move to liberalize education), and praised such a development since it weeded out studies of “less important” subjects. Football became so prominent that the entire college took interest in the sport. College authorities had no choice but to allow students to play the sport even though they had spent time earlier in the century trying to stamp out it and other extracurriculars. Undergraduates, at the least, certainly welcomed the rise of football. With the development of a more modern educational style in stark contrast to the earlier duller system, Veysey argues that students began to see college as a time to have fun and create friendships, while not caring too much about grades and yet expecting to eventually receive a diploma that that would grant them prestige for the rest of their lives.

The shifting demographics of higher education also explains the shift in students’ viewpoint. The middle class increasingly penetrated schools’ undergraduate populations as the 19th century progressed, to the point that by 1900, universities had student bodies “predominantly” composed of the middle class. Thus, the old upper-class notions of gentlemanly education faded, replaced by the philosophy described above that fit the more carefree middle class. This held true even at the traditional powers of American higher education—Harvard, Yale, and other old Eastern institutions. In the 19th century, these schools became much less exclusionary and tuition remained relatively low. The
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middle class entered places like Harvard and Yale more than ever before; these schools gradually changed from being places that developed “Christian gentlemen” to places that developed “gentlemen scholars” for the upper and middle classes.\textsuperscript{43} Importantly, though these colleges became less exclusionary in terms of class, prominent Eastern institutions remained almost exclusively white and male, as did, of course, their football teams.

The infusion of middle-class young men attendance-wise consequently resulted in an infusion of middle-class values into colleges and universities. The economic changes outlined above coincided with parallel changes associated with the middle class in the 19\textsuperscript{th} century, and the very coalescence and ascendance of the middle class represents the most important development. The class grew as a result of the aforementioned transition to large-scale capitalism, which brought with it greater wealth for many involved in business, as well as the creation of new positions.\textsuperscript{44} The values of those in the growing middle class emerged from the economic landscape, according to Bledstein. In an economy based on competition and the drive to accrue more wealth and move up the economic ladder, the middle class possessed a “vertical vision”; men were intensely competitive and believed in “perseverance, independence, commitment, and self-glory,” and at all times strived for ever greater economic position.\textsuperscript{45} This belief in ascendency permeated the culture of the U.S. at large, and middle-class men brought such ideals with them as they arrived at universities in increasing numbers throughout the 19\textsuperscript{th} century. Competitiveness thus also began to infuse intercollegiate football, and later become a chief feature that drew complaints against the sport, along with the game’s violence.

\textsuperscript{43} Thelin, \textit{A History of American Higher Education}, 69, 92.
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The fact that these competitive notions began to dominate American culture resulted in an atmosphere very unfriendly to the philosophy of amateurism, which had guided football’s development in Britain and the sport’s early growth in the U.S. Though the progenitors of American football generally came from the same social backgrounds and shared the same beliefs as the leisure class in Britain, in truth, the conditions for amateur growth of football in the U.S. could never have been considered ideal. For one, the U.S. did not possess the same type of dramatic class discrepancy as Great Britain. An upper class did exist in the United States, but many more Americans fell in between the extremes, shown in the rise of the middle class. Since amateurism “flourishes” in places with a strong leisure class, it could not flourish as well in the U.S. as in Britain. Also, Americans simply could not see sports as anything but a competitive activity. As Rudolph described it, “Americans lacked a psychology for failure,” and this only became truer as middle-class values increased in influence. These ideas are symbolized by the views of an American amateurist from the period, Bliss Perry, who admitted that one needed to live with the qualities of both amateurs and non-amateurs in order to be useful. The fact that one of pure amateurism’s defenders allowed room for flexibility shows the tenuous ground that amateur belief held in the U.S.

In light of the problematic landscape amateurism faced, even though college football began as a true amateur activity, it seems predictable that this would have changed. It is perhaps impossible to pinpoint at what exact moment or date the sport took on a more professional character, but the game’s amateur qualities clearly began to be displaced not long after intercollegiate competition began. The very idea of organized,

strictly monitored intercollegiate competition, with a league of competing schools and a specific set of rules, indicated something more serious than true amateurism. Caspar Whitney’s definition of the concept is illustrative, since the author supported pure amateurism so strongly. He saw a real amateur as “one who pursues sport for sport’s sake, and not for remuneration, directly or indirectly.” Merely to assign serious importance to college football in any way violates this definition, since to do so signified that the sport had moved beyond a casual activity, the outcome of which is meant to be irrelevant. Using this logic, Whitney himself fed into the process that gave college football professional tendencies. Whitney often wrote at length about various teams, analyzing their strengths and weaknesses and judging their comparative worth, and wrote about determining the best team in the country. The writer also became one of the first individuals to select an All-American team, composed of the best player in the country at each position. These behaviors served as examples of non-amateur behavior.

Whitney can still be categorized as one of the purest amateurs of the period given his views, and the abuses that he crusaded against in the 1890s represented a much worse violation of the amateur spirit than his job did. Still, Whitney’s actions help prove that college football quickly assumed a character that could not be labeled truly amateur. By the later 1880s, the sport had reached the point where a high expectation of skill, training,
and development surrounded those students that played.\textsuperscript{51} The game had moved far past a casual activity undertaken for less-than-serious purposes. Players, students, and the wider public took intense interest in college football, and the culture around the game demanded that its participants give their all for the sake of winning. One observer labeled undergraduates the “nearest thing American civilization (had) yet evolved to a leisure class,” since they had the time to engage in play.\textsuperscript{52} But the middle-class values that arose to dominate behavior in the U.S. ensured that American college football did not much resemble the sport of the British leisure class that birthed football. Thus, by the time of the final decade of the 19\textsuperscript{th} century, the sport possessed a much different form than that did in the U.S. initially.

**State of the Game**

December 2, 1889, proved one of the most joyous days ever on the grounds of the College of New Jersey. A wild scene overtook campus as the college community celebrated its big win over Yale in the annual Thanksgiving Day football game, played several days before. One observer said that the celebration resembled “those of large and enthusiastic political demonstrations.” Over six hours, several men gathered up wood, barrels, and boxes with tar and oil into a large pile and finally set it alight; a brass band played lively tunes; banners of orange and black, the school colors, stretched out over the windows of residences and storefronts. In the evening, several faculty members and team members made congratulatory speeches in honor of the team’s first win over Yale in four years.\textsuperscript{53} Those speaking often made fun of the “Dual League” of Harvard and Yale, both of which Princeton now ruled over in the domain of college football. Most remarkably,
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this was just the beginning. In the midst of the festivities, those present began making plans for the official championship celebration on a later date.  

The extreme excitement at Princeton that day points to how college football developed as a sport and as a cultural activity of mass interest from its earliest appearance in the U.S. to the late 1880s. The game looked much different than the unorganized, informal activity of the mid-19th century. By the early 1890s, football had become vital to university communities in the East, both for those on campus and for alumni who kept a watchful eye on their teams from afar. In a country growing obsessed with both universities in general and athletics, football assumed the role of “most prominent of the college sports,” according to an anonymous Harper’s Weekly writer. Students and fans packed their campus playing fields to see their teams play and desperately wanted them to defeat their schools’ hated rivals. When supporters attended games, they saw a brutal sport. Though much developed from the outright violent activity it began as, football still possessed significant inherent danger. Plays consisted of ball-carriers running right at the line of scrimmage, which became a zone of intense struggle. On top of the character of the game, slugging occurred semi-frequently, though not as regularly as it did towards the later 1890s. This style of play fell in line with the masculine values of the middle upper classes, however, and at least for the time being, no significant group detested football’s violence, thus aiding the sport’s popularity.

56 Accounts found in Harper’s Weekly and New York, Boston, and Philadelphia newspapers routinely reported attendance figures between 20,000-40,000, and even above, for the biggest games every season and the Thanksgiving game in New York by the time of the late 1880s/early 1890s.
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Most observers found favor in the physical play and supported the game unabashedly, especially the teams of Harvard, Yale, and Princeton. They served as the most prominent teams and thus received more attention nationally than any other, due simply to the fact that they were the “largest and oldest” football schools and at this time had the best teams in the country every year in the view of observers like Whitney.\(^58\) These schools’ teams especially became subjects of intense interest and scrutiny, as did the major personalities associated with them. In an example that illustrates the aforementioned schools’ prominent place in college football, as well as the popularity of the sport in general, Walter Camp, the Yale football luminary and the central figure on the IFA rules committee, wrote a book about football in 1891 that became a best seller.\(^59\) Camp even felt the need to update his work with new information due to the game’s growth over the next two years. Entitled *American Football*, the volume served as a mini-encyclopedia on college football up to that point in the sport’s development.\(^60\) Camp outlined how the game grew out of British rugby football and also explained the rule changes, most notably the line of scrimmage, that distinguished American football from the other forms of the sport.

Camp devoted chapters to each position in football, explaining the role and individual responsibilities for each, and also included sections about signals, training, team play, and information for spectators. The chapter for spectators is especially important, since it indicated that football had become a matter of significant interest for those who did not play the game. In fact, Camp seemed to think that his book would draw interest from even those individuals who possessed essentially no knowledge of the
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game; the spectator chapter focused on the most basic principles of football, including an explanation of how teams scored and a description of the length of games. Camp’s decision to include such information points to his belief that college football’s popularity had been increasing greatly, and that he expected this trend to continue. He even hoped his book would help this process of growth; in the preface, Camp wrote, “Should any of the suggestions herein contained conduce to the further popularity of the game, the object of the writer will be attained.” The fact an audience existed for such a book as Camp’s helps explain the scope of college football’s popularity by the early 1890s, especially for the leading football schools and the personalities associated with them. But supporters did not limit their passion to the biggest-name schools of Harvard, Yale, and Princeton; a group of Cornell students went so far as to burn Caspar Whitney in effigy, simply because they did not like his criticisms of their school’s team.61 This incident, too, helps show that college football had gained a large, avid fan base by the early 1890s.

Along with this significant interest in college football came the expectation of excellence, both on the part of fans and students and the players and teams themselves. Whitney alluded to this development in his analysis of Harvard’s team in 1891, casually commenting that though some players lacked experience, they were sure to be good eventually with time and more opportunities to play.62 This comment reveals the extent to which competitive ideals became ingrained within college football. If men played, they necessarily had to dedicate significant time and effort towards their individual games and the team, since the culture around football demanded success. The typical day for a college player at one of the major football universities, which Whitney once outlined,
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reinforce this notion. Though the season did not begin in earnest until the games against fellow large schools in mid-November, players began training and practicing as soon as they stepped on campus for the beginning of fall term. On a daily basis, they completed individual practice by themselves at noon before engaging in a full team practice at 3:00. Each night, players met as a team at the training table, where they ate a meal and received medical treatment if necessary.63

To help develop skill to a greater extent, teams began utilizing coaching in 1886, at first by having the previous year’s captain stay on after graduation to coach and then by using alumni from several years prior.64 Rather quickly, it became expected that the best teams receive “expert” coaching, in the words of Whitney.65 Because, too, the management of team affairs became such an involved process, undergraduates very willingly allowed alumni to take over control in that arena as well. According to Rudolph, alumni had gained “dominance” in university athletics by the 1890s.66 In appealing to alumni of one school to “use all their influence” to prevent a certain individual being named captain in 1892, Whitney indirectly confirmed the primacy of alumni in college football by this time, a development which added to the potential for teams’ success.67 This proved a key development, since university faculty and presidents later found it difficult to wrest control of college football from the alumni.

Perhaps no development symbolized the rise of football more than the growth and transformation of the Thanksgiving Day game. The game, which served as the championship for the IFA (though beginning in 1876, Princeton and Yale met in the
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affair for the next 20 straight years), came into existence humbly, with teams playing on
campus sites before modest crowds. With interest in college football continuing to grow,
the IFA moved the game to New York City in 1880 so that a greater number of spectators
could watch.

Interest in the Thanksgiving Game surged in the following decade as college
football itself rapidly grew. In fact, the Thanksgiving game became nothing short of a
spectacle and one of the most significant social events of the year in the East. One
observer declared that Thanksgiving was no longer about a filling meal and seeing
relatives; the holiday was about football.68 Supporters of the two participating teams
practically took over New York in the days leading up to the game each year. The city
became awash in blue and orange and black, the school colors of Princeton and Yale, the
two most common competitors.69 Spectators filled Manhattan Field—the site at which
most games came to be played, at the Polo Grounds in upper Manhattan—to the brim for
the occasion. In 1891, for example, tickets sold out before sundown on Wednesday night,
and attendance numbered close to 40,000 people.70 Newspaper coverage constituted a
significant element in helping to build interest in the spectacle. The papers had been
covering more and more football in the 1880s as interest in the sport increased, and
Whitney, previously a skeptic, complimented the quality of the newspapers’ analysis in
1893 as a sign of football’s development generally.71 The major papers in the East,
especially the New York publications, covered the game and the scene with vigor,
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writing sensationally about the pageantry surrounding the event and of the play in the game itself.\textsuperscript{72} In 1891, the New York \textit{Evening World} devoted an entire special section to that year’s game, analyzing it from all angles. The paper promised its readers that colored lights would be put on display on the outside of the Pulitzer Building after the game ended so that anyone unlucky enough to be unable to attend could at least know immediately who won.\textsuperscript{73} College football itself had become a major popular phenomenon by the 1890s, and the Thanksgiving Day game lived at the center of the sport’s popularity.

The lofty attendance figures like those at the Thanksgiving Day games meant that teams took in increasingly large amounts of profit from tickets sold, or “gate money” in the language of the day. In keeping with the amateur ideals still supposedly guiding college football, this money did not go directly towards the reimbursement of players. Instead, teams spent it on themselves for development, training, and on the other costs associated with running a program in a sport whose stakes grew ever higher between the 1870s and 1890s. The budget report from Harvard’s team for the 1891 season illustrates just how much money came to be involved in big-time college football. The Crimson enjoyed its highest surplus to date in 1891, totaling $13,196. Expenses totaled $6,978, and included most notably the training table (free meals for players), travel costs for the Yale game, and uniforms. Season ticket revenue and gate money from the Yale game (teams generally split profits from games so that both home and away teams received money) composed the largest receipts.\textsuperscript{74} Because more money meant more resources and thus a greater chance at developing the best team, these profits became an extremely
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valued resource. Yale’s behavior after the 1891 Thanksgiving game is evidence of this. The team accused the Manhattan Athletic Club, which managed the game, of altering attendance figures and thus depriving Yale of some amount of gate money. The team felt so angry that it pledged to manage the game itself the next season. The significant amount of money that began to flow into college football serves as just another indicator of the cultural importance that the sport had assumed by the early 1890s.

By the opening of the 1890s, college football had become extremely popular and the sport’s continued growth seemed likely, if not assured. Caspar Whitney announced that “no year has shown greater progress” than 1891 for amateur sport, and for college football especially. But in reality, the game rested in an unstable place. The growth from truly amateur, casual activity to giant, culturally obsessing game produced unchecked popularity that belied the ways in which the sport’s structure would soon prove problematic. To point, just nine months later, Whitney himself predicted a damaging crisis coming to college football, and indeed a significant controversy did develop. The next chapter examines the backlash against college football that coalesced in the 1890s, just when it appeared the sport had reached its zenith.

75 “Yale Not Satisfied,” Boston Daily Advertiser, 4 December 1891, p. 5, issue 134, col. E.
Figure 2: Football game between Yale and Princeton in 1904
CHAPTER TWO: The Backlash Against College Football in the East

In 1905, years of pressure on college football finally came to a head. The season that year proved the most violent and deadliest yet, and the sport’s commercial tendencies remained largely unchecked. It seemed that the chorus of complaints and criticisms brought by the press, university representatives, and older alumni over the previous decade could no longer be ignored in the wake of the most controversial season yet. President Theodore Roosevelt, perhaps the most visible supporter of the manly activity of college football, felt compelled to try and save his beloved sport. Roosevelt called a White House summit, inviting football representatives from the leading football schools of Harvard, Yale, and Princeton in October. There, the President implored his guests to embrace some kind of reform; otherwise, Roosevelt knew full well that college football could soon drift into extinction.¹

The Roosevelt episode showed how much had changed around the status of college football in just a decade and a half. By the 1890s, the sport had reached a state of significant popularity in the East for all of the various stakeholders involved. At the prominent east-coast schools, large crowds willingly paid to see ostensibly amateur athletes compete. The attendance figures magnified for the biggest games, which the teams moved to large cities such as New York and Philadelphia in order to accommodate the larger crowds. Students had fun playing the game and also enjoyed the status they gained on campus as a result of their star-making turns on the field. Alumni liked following the sport because they enjoyed it as undergraduates and because intercollegiate competitions generated pride in and ties to one’s college after graduation. General fans of college football, mostly alumni but a group that increasingly included non-partisan

members of the crystallizing middle class, enjoyed the entertainment, or perhaps appreciated the manly values that the sport developed in participating players. Yet as popular as the game had become, the aforementioned crisis eventually hit. College football had certainly gained significant interest, but as the game and its importance as a cultural activity, especially in the East, grew, so too did a similarly solidifying opposition.

The opposition to college football, especially in the East, centered on two key flashpoints: violence and commercialism. During football’s time of expansion and growth after the Civil War, the sport carried an inherently violent nature. The Intercollegiate Football Committee rules committee added institutions like a line of scrimmage, a 10-yard first down, and standardized blocking rules gradually, only in response to outcries against the sport’s violence.\(^2\) This type of roughness fell in line with the values of the middle and middle-upper classes during this time.\(^3\) Yet certain parties began to criticize this type of play. The disfavor, mostly originating from the press, older alumni/football supporters, and university representatives, generally concentrated on examples of violence that went above and beyond normal play, when players broke rules for the sole purpose of inflicting violence. These criticisms grew in number throughout the 1890s, until the notorious year of 1905.

The other wave of protest focused on the increasing commercialism of college football, with complaints usually coming from alumni who thought the game ought to remain true to its amateur origins. In the 1890s, college football, which in reality exhibited professional tendencies almost since intercollegiate competition first began in

\(^3\) See the discussion of this topic in the first chapter, which comes most prominently from Gail Bederman, *Manliness and Civilization*. 
1869, increasingly took on an air of professionalism and commercialism. The large amounts of money earned through paid attendance allowed teams to spend more money on preparation and training. This formed a cycle of winning and investment that bloated the supposedly amateur sport to the point that Caspar Whitney, the prominent football writer of the time, questioned if college football teams existed for the sole purpose of making money. Whitney believed “certainly not,” since teams used gate money almost entirely used for their own purposes and not for explicit profit, “and yet obviously they are,” since such commercial practices had become crucial to maintain a winning college football team.\(^4\)

Several different dimensions and stakeholders characterized the battle over college football. It concerned university policy, with presidents and faculty wary of the role football enjoyed on campus (yet also sometimes recognizing that football success often equated to higher enrollments\(^5\)). The conflict involved different class dynamics, with the more upper-class defenders of amateurism from an earlier cultural era coming into conflict with newer middle-class forces that largely did not share these traditional views. The strife forced supporters of football and the sport’s chief rule-makers to confront growing public opposition to the game and to negotiate the intricacies of the reform process. After developing through the 1890s, these issues culminated in the formation of the forerunner of the National Collegiate Athletic Association in 1906. However, though this action ostensibly represented of significant reform, in reality, the elements that created big-time college football—determined students, permissive faculties, enthusiastic alumni, and a professional, winning-based attitude—emerged from

\(^5\) Rudolph, The American College and University, 384.
the episode largely unscathed. Reform had been achieved, but nothing had been done to prevent college football from continuing to grow in the manner that it already had. This outcome reflected the way that middle-class masculine and commercial values had achieved ascendancy in larger American culture; the protests of older alumni represented a cultural group reacting to its loss of power in the new, middle class-dominated United States. The failure of university presidents and faculties to change the structure of college football proved further the extensive establishment of middle-class values in America.

The debate over college football in the East in the 1890s and early 1900s played out mostly in the leading newspapers and magazines of this period, especially in the New York, Boston, and Philadelphia papers because of their central role in reporting on Eastern college football. Among magazines, Harper’s Weekly carried the most prominent weight due to its status as the leading publication for the middle class at this time. These sources shed light on the opposition to college football and the controversy surrounding the sport around the turn of the 20th century, and help explain the ultimate resolution that proved a victory for middle class values.

**Violence**

College football’s successful embodiment of the type of values that typified dominant white, male middle- and upper-class culture in the second half of the 20th century served as a major reason for the sport’s popularity. The game featured intense

---

6 Frank Luther Mott, *American Journalism: A History: 1690-1860* (New York: The MacMillan Company, 1962), 434, 443. In the 1890s, such widely read, big-city newspapers began to feature sports more, creating separate sports departments and sometimes even designating some journalists as sports writers. Newspapers also participated in many “crusades” in this period designed to campaign for certain public acts or to criticize the behavior of public institutions, i.e. the college football controversy.

7 This is especially true for the college football debate because of the primacy of Caspar Whitney as an influential voice in the press for amateur sports.
contact between large masses of men at close distances, signifying that football required one to possess brute force, strength, and physical durability to find success. The character of the game matched up well with the favored philosophy of maleness adopted by the upper and middle classes, groups which now espoused a rougher male identity formerly associated in a condescending manner with the working classes. The changing ideals of manhood even wrought a change in vocabulary: according to Bederman, “masculinity” signified this new, tougher concept of male values held by the middle and upper classes, while “manliness” denoted the older genteel, reserved traits of Victorian men, a male ideal that fewer and fewer clung to.\(^8\)

“Manliness” still had physical exertion as one of its tenets, just not to the brute extent of the new masculinity, a distinction that could be seen in the popularity of the rough game of football. But as the growing backlash over football’s violence in the 1890s proved, there grew a limit to the acceptance of this violence among some in the press, older supporters of football, and university administrators. Prizefights served as the classic example of the lower-class brute sporting event, and critics often compared the worst examples of football violence to such fights, as in the 1889 game between Princeton and Harvard.\(^9\) In the eyes of those critics using this analogy, the display put forth in the football game did not match up to the loftier, higher-class expectations of what a sporting event should be. This would be one of the main patterns of opposition to violence in football over the course of the 1890s, though the public took longer to significantly disapprove.

---


\(^9\) “Football or Prize-Fight,” *The Evening World* (New York), 19 November 1889, p. 3, col. B.
The most violent tendencies in football first emerged in the 1880s, even though criticism did not coalesce until the following decade. When the Harvard faculty athletic committee watched several football games in the fall of 1886, the body found that overt violence dominated play. This included examples of brutality outside of the rules, such as scattered punches and kicks and full-fledged fistfights. In a particularly egregious example, one player kicked another in the face, a move that in no way could be construed as part of the natural flow of the game. Yet this type of behavior did not lead to immediate cries for change. No significant impetus for reform existed, proven by the fact that Yale’s Walter Camp, the head of the IFA rules committee, instituted rule changes in 1888 that only made football more violent (most prominently the legalization of blocking in front of a ball-carrier and the below-the-waist tackle). These changes led to the development of the “flying wedge” by the Harvard team in 1892, a maneuver in which the entire team formed a wedge shape and run forward at full speed in protection of the ball-carrier. The tactic quickly became the most excitable play in football, and also the most controversial because of its brutal nature, but not controversial enough yet to bring any significant opposition.

Football, then, had a history of violence with little resistance by the early 1890s.

The conditions for greater public outcry soon developed as greater public interest in football continued to grow. The calls against violence increased around the same time that more individuals began to follow college football. In 1891, the football season “opened with a still greater display of general interest than even last year (1890)

---

10 Watterson, *College Football*, 23.
11 Ibid., 32.
developed,” according to Caspar Whitney. Key here is the word “general,” which signifies public fandom beyond just the staunch supporters of the major Eastern football powers. Thus, more people followed the season of the flying wedge (1892) than ever. As interest continued to grow, naturally so did scrutiny on the play. Opposition nevertheless took time to coalesce. One observer directed his complaint against “slugging” (blatant punching) he saw in a game in 1891 to the referees for not doing their job well enough. This individual’s evidence is no major critique of the sport itself; it represents opposition to violence, but only because the individual wanted to see play uninhibited by poor refereeing. Brutality had likely become something of a public concern at this point, evidenced by a letter written by one reader of Harper’s Weekly requesting that the magazine keep a list of those players that should have been disqualified for “foul play.” But brutality also clearly had not become an overly significant issue yet, given that Caspar Whitney responded by saying that such an undertaking would not be worth doing since the list would not be extensive. Again, too, the reader complained about violent play simply because he wished that offenders receive appropriate punishment, not because the observer had major issue with the game itself. The increase in interest in football brought slightly more opposition to the sport’s violence, but not yet in a significant way.

The issue of violence began to rise in importance for the next two years, mostly as a dimension of class. Whitney insisted that the only way to stop egregiously violent behavior would be to ensure that only “gentlemen” were allowed to play on teams.

Such traditionalist observers thought that men of similarly lofty values would not lower themselves to the level of “brutes” by engaging in slugging or other similarly violent behavior, according to an anonymous writer in *Harper’s Weekly*. This author blamed the prevalence of illegal foul play on the desire to win, another hallmark of the low-class athlete willing to use all physical means necessary to gain a victory. These types of older men, who subscribed to more traditional amateur views, believed that modern football should have moved more in the direction of the truly amateur, low-stakes game practiced by gentlemen, as it happened in the initial years of the sport’s development.

Men such as Whitney, even though Whitney in later years criticized the violence and professionalism of football more frequently, vociferously defended the sport that they loved against those that deplored it and even questioned whether it should exist, a side that included varied interests. One mother of a player wrote into the *Philadelphia Inquirer* to ask whether “that game should be eliminated from the list of games,” due to “the number of terrible and deforming accidents that take place in football.” The woman lamented football’s nature for causing players to go into games “with fear and trembling, not knowing whether they will come out ruined for life.” Some newspaper editors took it upon themselves to crusade against football as well. Whitney particularly decried E.L. Godkin of the *New York Post* for his “well-developed hysteria” and for “arguing himself an ignoramus” in his campaign against football. Even an alumnus of a prominent football power like Yale found fault with the violence, saying “there are certain undesirable features that must be removed,” particularly the “mass plays.”

---

Other individuals still had few qualms with college football. Teddy Roosevelt, though not yet President, provided a prominent voice still in favor of the game. The staunchly pro-athletics Roosevelt insisted in an article for Harper’s Weekly that the physical nature of football represented a positive force. The physicality served to train the “more virile virtues” that could not otherwise be developed in a “peaceful and commercial country,” and though outright slugging and blatant examples of foul play should be lessened, the game still had much worth, despite the “noisy crusade” led against it.  

Whitney and other Harper’s Weekly writers also defended the game itself, while acknowledging that some decrease in roughness would be advisable. Yet though the opposition to violence had reached the point where football’s biggest boosters now felt the need to defend it, the sport seemed to be on stable ground at the end of 1893. No one could deny football’s violence—players now resorted to wearing pads to help combat the rough play—but one newspaper reported that “public disfavor” over slugging had been decreasing. Whitney also declared the 1893 Thanksgiving championship game between Princeton and Yale, seen by 40,000 rabid spectators, “the greatest contest ever played in America.”

However, the level of criticism increased in 1894, beginning early in the year with the release of the annual report of Harvard President Charles Eliot, who opposed football as firmly as Roosevelt supported it. The report focused mostly on the commercial/professional aspects of football, but Eliot did write that the sport should be

---

halted until it could be made safer.\textsuperscript{24} The \textit{Boston Daily Advertiser} reported that graduate authorities at Yale, while not going so far as to call for the complete abolition of the sport, agreed that the alumni and students in charge of teams needed to make the game less violent.\textsuperscript{25} Despite the apparent strong feeling in favor of reform, the season that followed may have been the most brutal yet. In 1895, the \textit{Daily Advertiser} wrote that one coach of an unnamed team allegedly actually ordered his players to slug the opponent, bringing “methods of the prize ring among players who are supposed to be gentlemen.”\textsuperscript{26} The situation deteriorated further because of the brutality present in the annual Harvard-Yale game, deemed one of the most brutal and ugly displays of violence and foul play seen in a football game.\textsuperscript{27} The behavior by both teams so damaged relations between the two rivals that they did not play each other for four years. The amount of public vitriol against college football increased sharply as a result. The \textit{New York Sun} reported that some questioned whether the annual Yale-Princeton game would still be played; the teams did play, but only after a warning by the police superintendent that he would step in and stop the game if it became too brutal, because he felt football “shouldn’t resemble a prizefight.”\textsuperscript{28} Several months after the Harvard-Yale game, the Harvard faculty sent a resolution to the athletic committee that football should be banned, though the faculty took no such action since the graduate athletic committee had sole power to regulate athletics.\textsuperscript{29} Unless teams came together to institute serious reform, newspapers speculated that the very existence of intercollegiate football could come into question, lest the sport

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{25} “Faint Praise,” \textit{Boston Daily Advertiser}, 27 February 1894, issue, p. 4, col. G.
\textsuperscript{26} “Slugging in Football,” \textit{Boston Daily Advertiser}, 23 November 1894, issue 125, p. 4, col. G.
\textsuperscript{27} “Discussing Football,” \textit{Boston Daily Advertiser}, 26 November 1894, issue 127, col. D.
\textsuperscript{28} “Yale Men are All Right,” \textit{New York Sun}, 28 November 1894, p. 4, col. B.
\textsuperscript{29} “Football Edict,” \textit{Boston Daily Advertiser}, 21 February 1895, issue 45, p. 1, col. D.
\end{footnotesize}
devolve into the type of fighting affair practiced by low-class sportsmen; a “brutal
display of rough and tumble fighting such as may sometimes be seen in the Bowery dives
of New York.”

The alumni in charge of college football’s most powerful teams ensured that the
football’s existence did not become a legitimate question for the time being. Hearing the
public outcry, and wary of the sport they favored being at risk, the IFA rules committee,
comprised of representatives of the leading football schools, came together and agreed on
several reforms for 1895 designed to make the game safer. These included such changes
as the addition of the fair catch (a punt receiver could not be tackled if he made a signal
prior to catching the ball), the banning of multiple players jumping on another if he was
already down on the ground, and the addition of another referee. After the 1895 season,
Whitney declared by the opening of the 1896 season that the outcry of 1894 had died out,
having been “proven false” thanks to the institution of the new rules. Facing its first hint
of crisis because of opposition to violence, college football survived because the men
who controlled the sport took just enough action to quiet critics. The alumni representing
the powerful Eastern schools proved amenable to changing football, even if it marked a
departure from the way they knew. The reforms appeased the upper-class traditionalists
who thought football too much resembled the activities practiced by the working classes.
The moderate change also temporarily mollified educators such as Eliot who may have
thought violent football a menace to university to education. University representatives
failed to step in and make reforms themselves, thus keeping football in the hands of the
alumni and undergraduates themselves (the latter group apparently did not even want

changes made to football’s rules, according to the *New York Evening-World*\(^\text{32}\)). These interests did enough to placate critics in this instance, but football still possessed an intensely violent character, and the issue of violence emerged again in the episode of 1905. The reform of the sport’s professionalism followed this same pattern.

**Professionalism**

On a chilly fall evening in late November 1889, more than 1,000 undergraduate students and alumni of Harvard College gathered on campus for a meeting deemed important and urgent. The meeting would determine whether Harvard should leave the tri-member Intercollegiate Football Association, and it had been called because of the unjustness of IFA cohort Princeton. The Tigers’ use of professional players, outlawed by IFA rules and by the general spirit of amateur fair play, finally had become too much to put up with for the men of Cambridge. Harvard’s most recent defeat to Princeton served as the final straw, leading to the meeting. The affair took on an air of calmness and reason, though when the football team’s captain began reading a collection of letters written by alumni that disavowed Princeton’s cheating, a stir went through the room, and emotions ran high, according to the *New York Sun*:

> Everything was conducted under strict parliamentary rules, but when it was proposed to cut loose from the present Intercollegiate Football League and form a dual league with Yale, the ringing cheers, three times three, showed the sentiment of the students…it was urged that the college could stamp its disapproval of such (professional) methods at the present time rather than wait until the incidents were forgotten. A wrong had been done, and it should be contested, and that immediately.\(^\text{33}\)


On the surface, it appeared that the students, alumni, and football players of Harvard had made an honorable stand against an evil of intercollegiate football. But the Crimson could be considered no less guilty than the rival they decried.

As college football grew from its humble, intra-collegiate origins into the intercollegiate behemoth it became in the East by the late 1880s, the sport acquired a professional character. Winning drove interest in football, which drew money into the game. Teams then used their revenue for various training and maintenance costs. Such desire for victory went directly against the spirit of amateurism that initially fueled the development of football in the U.S. however, and as with football’s violence, a backlash emerged against the sport’s professional character. Yet it seemed that no amount of regulation could stop the commercial growth of football. The desire to win proved a powerful force, and though the upper-class amateurs who originally fostered football detested what college football had become, these older alumni had little power. The environment around football, now guided by middle-class values of competition and ambition, meant that a principle that valued fairness and sportsmanship over winning had no tenable position.

In the early 1890s, the big Eastern football schools engaged in plenty of examples of illicit, anti-amateur behaviors despite the presence of the supposedly regulatory IFA, all in the hopes of bettering their team’s chances on the field. Significantly, while outside forces came to speak against such actions, the players and the younger alumni close to teams cheated with apparent impunity, considering how newspapers and magazines often reported said transgressions. Common practices of teams included using players who had played as paid professionals in the past (thus voiding their amateur status), inducing
players from smaller schools to switch allegiances and play for one of the powers, and using players who had exhausted their eligibility. For example, in 1890, representatives of the University of Pennsylvania offered to pay a “well-known” former college athlete and professional baseball player to play football for them.\(^3^4\) The next year, a “friend” of Harvard offered to pay the tuition of an Irishman who had played for several different colleges in England, if he agreed to play football for the Crimson (the indignation expressed against Princeton in Harvard’s meeting rings more hollow in light of this).\(^3^5\) These teams could not plead ignorance as to their violations of the rules of amateurism, either. Had players and alumni been truly unaware of the association of money with professionalism, there would have been no cases like the Pennsylvania-Princeton game of 1891, when the schools were careful to point out that another grandstand at the field had been erected “with a view for spectator safety and accommodation, not as a money-making venture.”\(^3^6\)

For men such as Caspar Whitney, a self-professed “lover of amateurism,” such reckless behavior exhibited for the sole purpose of trying to best rivals was “heart-breaking.” As with much of the opposition to football’s violence, notions of class informed those critics who detested the professionalism and commercialism of the sport. Whitney spoke vociferously about this in one of his columns, remarking that the “better class” of spectators saw “its kind of people” replaced by “crack athletes.” Whitney went

\(^3^4\) “A College Athlete in Demand,” *Philadelphia Inquirer*, 3 October 1889, vol. 82, issue 121, p. 6.
on to say “there are two classes in athletics, just as there are in society…we have no more use for the lower class than it has for us.”

The upper classes, like their British leisure class counterparts, associated professionalism with the lower classes, meaning that elite men considered the behavior that they witnessed on and around their beloved football teams to be degrading. For these traditionalists, winning held an incidental place, whereas the football teams of the day engaged in attempts to win at all costs, guided by middle-class competitive values. Disfavored behaviors included tactics other than simple rule breaking. The huge crowds that flocked to the biggest football games of the year, especially those held in cities instead of on campus grounds (the Thanksgiving Day game, for example) gave college teams an almost unending supply of money from gate receipts, which they then spent on performance boosters like training tables (free meals for players), extra practice, and preseason practices in the summer and in the period between the time students returned to campus and the season began.

The rise of coaches represented one of the biggest professional developments for college teams. Originally, teams went without coaching, with the captain filling most duties of a coach. Gradually, teams began to retain the previous year’s captain as designated coach. This practice proliferated until graduates from several years before, who had dedicated themselves to football, took on coaching duties, sometimes even for several years. By the end of the decade, teams reached the point of employing full-fledged professional coaches. Winning served as the prime motivation behind each of

---

these repeated, gradual steps; coaching led to better teams, which led to more wins, and more money to invest in the team (and coaches) to ideally lead to even more wins. Undergraduates and most younger alumni saw these practices as tools to help deliver the victories that they so desired. The IFA’s rules did not explicitly ban these forms of coaching in the first part of the decade. The detractors of professionalism saw such activities and worried that gate receipts and the increased winning they paid for had grown to supersede friendly competition within football. This development went against the reason that such amateurists thought college football existed and should exist. 40

Amateurism originated in Britain, and that country’s sports still exuded the philosophy during the time when college football had assumed a professional character. When Caspar Whitney took a trip to England in 1894, he found college athletics practiced exactly to his liking. College teams attempted to win games, but they considerably deemphasized winning and losing as compared to the U.S. Players funded the sports themselves, rather than relying on outside, consumer-driven gate receipts. Professional sport existed, but in a separate, distinct sphere from the true amateurs. Whitney’s visit led him to detest the commercialism of U.S. college athletics even more; the writer exclaimed that “money, money seems to be the cry, and it will be the curse, if indeed not the downfall, of honest University sport.” 41 College men seemingly should have been immune from the evils of professionalism because of the respectability that a university education brought, in Whitney’s view. This meant that the professionalism of college football proved especially disappointing for upper-class men who shared

Whitney’s more traditional, now old-fashioned views.\textsuperscript{42} If one hypothetically had been raised in a lower-class environment, the social influence and upward mobility that universities (especially the major Eastern schools) offered allowed him to advance his status. Whitney had previously argued for an essentially separate-but-equal state for upper-class amateurs and lower-class professionals in American athletics, writing that that lower-class men “have their ways and their entertainments. Why spoil theirs and blacken ours by an attempt at affiliation?”\textsuperscript{43} Yet even Whitney finally admitted that one could be a gentleman “by birth and education…by instinct and nature.”\textsuperscript{44} So although Whitney detested the fact that other amateur athletic associations (most often city athletic cubs) practiced professionalism, he felt that he could always rely on colleges to provide a space for respectable amateur sport.\textsuperscript{45}

The leading football universities’ actions in the 1890s proved that men such as Whitney could not trust that notion of universities acting as safe havens for amateurism. The changing demographics at universities after the Civil War reinforced the faultiness of that idea. By the later years of the 19\textsuperscript{th} century, most undergraduates exhibited intense industry and competitiveness, traits dating to the 1840s, when, according to Bledstein, the American worker became known for a “restless, get-ahead spirit.” Students whose values mirrored those of the middle class could be bold, even reckless at times, and fought strenuously against those who did not accept innovation.\textsuperscript{46} These characteristics could just as well have been applied to the increasingly professionalized college football landscape. Indeed, as early as the 1860s, the word “amateurish” came to mean “not as

\textsuperscript{46} Bledstein, \textit{The Culture of Professionalism}, 17, 27.
good,” “less than serious commitment,” or “unskillful,” a far cry from the honorable amateurism that the older upper-class segments of American sport believed in and desired.47

The professional behaviors seen in college football by the early 1890s led to an eventual pushback. Like the debates over violence, the undergraduates and especially the alumni who controlled football teams led the ultimate reform over professionalism, rather than universities. Distinct from the violence controversy, however, reform of professionalism had even less impact. Those opposed to professionalism eventually began to blame the undergraduates themselves. Whitney noted in 1896 that his critique of professionalism was “a criticism of the severest kind on the morality of the young men of America,” the young men whom Whitney now realized did not share his ideals.48 The reform began in earnest when the IFA instituted the undergraduate rule in 1893, which stipulated that all football players in the league had to be undergraduates pursuing a degree that required at least three years of study. No graduate students or students who had taken classes at other schools could play, and teams had to submit rosters two weeks prior to games so that players’ eligibility could be reviewed.49 Even the validity of these reforms could be questioned, however. The IFA enacted the changes mainly in an attempt to end several years of endless squabbles among its members about the dubious eligibility of certain players. The undergraduate rule did constitute reform against behavior that grew out of the intense drive to win, but the rule did not target the drive to win itself, and thus did essentially nothing to change football’s increasing commercialization. The

alumni and undergraduates did not seek an end to the craze over winning; they just wanted to ensure that all participants had an equal playing field in their quest for professionalized glory. Ultimately, the undergraduate rule did not even solve the individual issue for which the IFA instituted the stipulation. Teams accepted the new rules on the surface, but they also continued to argue endlessly over the eligibility of certain players.\footnote{50}{“In the Football Field,” \textit{New York Tribune}, 21 October 1895, p. 8.}

The limited effect of the reform surrounding the undergraduate rule can be seen in the fact that months after the IFA adopted the provision, Charles Eliot felt the need to denounce football’s professionalism in his annual report.\footnote{51}{“Radical Reforms in College Sports Proposed by Pres. Eliot,” \textit{Boston Daily Advertiser}, 21 February 1894} The \textit{New York Sun} reported that some football observers called for other reforms, including moving the Yale-Princeton Thanksgiving Day game off that date and out of New York City, but “the almost unanimous opinion of those interested in football matters” held that the game remained in its traditional space.\footnote{52}{“All Favor Thanksgiving Day,” \textit{New York Sun}, 16 October 1894, p. 5, col. C.} The undergraduates and most of the alumni did not see the negatives in the growing commercial landscape of college football; it made perfect sense to them given their middle-class values. Whitney desperately questioned the alumni of the leading universities as to whether they could bear all the importance attached to gate receipts and the endless chase for wins those receipts fueled. Whitney insisted that “half-measure will not answer,” but his pleas did not find a receptive audience.\footnote{53}{Caspar Whitney, “Amateur Sport,” \textit{Harper’s Weekly}, 27 October 1894.} The public apparently agreed; in the midst of the cries against professionalism, one newspaper lamented the “unsatisfactory condition” that Yale and Pennsylvania could not play, since
they were clearly the top two teams.\textsuperscript{54} Finding the best team certainly could not concern true amateurs, but that question did assume a high priority for a professionalized culture obsessed with winning.

The alumni in charge of college football teams did go through with more reforms, such as lowering ticket prices, moving more games out of big cities, and shortening the schedule, and by 1899, the calls for reform died down. The public approved of the sport more than it had in years, according to the \textit{New York Tribune}.\textsuperscript{55} But even this reform had limits. For one, individual schools made these changes, not the IFA rules committee, meaning there had been no long-lasting policy reform. Schools played outside of big cities more often, but teams responded by building high-capacity (and thus high-profit) stadiums on their own grounds, such as the one Harvard completed Harvard in 1903.\textsuperscript{56}

The changes made to the face of the game did not alter its inherent nature. The scale of commercialism may have been temporarily reduced, but the big-money potential and craze for winning remained. The alumni and undergraduates who embraced this anti-amateur style stayed in charge of this aspect of football for the most part, ensuring that professionalism remained, as did the potential for the sport to grow even more commercialized. However, university leadership and faculties that to this point had largely remained silent finally became determined to take action.

\textbf{Faculty Intervention}

The approach of the turn of the century appeared to mark the beginning of an era of good feelings for college football. Critics such as Caspar Whitney, no matter the

severity of their stances on the sport’s incessant brutality and rampant professionalism, thought football again had a promising future thanks to the reforms made, despite their limited nature.\textsuperscript{57} Undergraduates and the general public never really became disinterested in football despite the criticism of traditionalists and university faculty, and their interest continued to increase. Undergraduates adored their teams and saw them as responsible for enhancing and defending the reputation of their schools. In the words of \textit{The New York Tribune}, the football captain became “the idol of the college, the man whom the freshmen gazed upon with silent awe and admiration.”\textsuperscript{58} Attendance remained high, which meant teams continued to generate revenue. One report stated that any decent team earned between $15,000 and $25,000 in a season. Teams capitalized on public interest to be able to invest in themselves even more.\textsuperscript{59} The available evidence seemed to indicate that college football enjoyed a stable position despite the criticism it endured.

University powers, however, finally became determined to assert their influence. Faculty did not meaningfully participate in the reforms of the 1890s, either due to unwillingness or powerlessness, and the results of the changes to the sport still left them unsatisfied. The place of football in universities and in student life concerned many faculty members dating to the early years of the decade, which Charles Eliot spoke to in his annual report, in addition to violence and professionalism.\textsuperscript{60} Presidents and faculty members naturally thought that universities should emphasize education before any extracurricular activity. The spectacle of college football on campuses shocked administrators’ sensibilities and threatened their missions. But due to the power that

alumni held over intercollegiate football, faculties had been decidedly powerless to reign in the sport.

In 1900, faculties took their initial action. According to the *New York Sun*, at the beginning of the year, representatives of several universities—reportedly Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Cornell, and Columbia—met in secret and formed a committee to determine how they could work to limit college football, their prime concern being how the sport took away from their educational mission. The representatives proposed manifold changes: a six-game schedule, a limit to the hours in a day that students could practice football, the disallowing of preseason practice, stricter academic requirements, uniform and firm eligibility rules, faculty approval of schedules, and making coaches, trainers, and all other football-related employees answerable to the faculty athletic committee at each school. The secret conference knew the ramifications of its proposals. It expected a firm backlash from undergraduates and alumni.61

The conference representatives acted hypocritically to some extent in adopting their positions. The committee members had a distaste for college football and for their schools’ football teams because of the teams’ rapid growth, unabashed commercialism, and unceasing desire for continued prestige and esteem, yet universities themselves behaved in much the same way during this period. After decades of provincial and conservative isolationism among the leading universities, the period from 1880-1910 marked the era of university building, when the “risks and rivalries that defined American business competition of the era were replicated on the American campus,” according to Thelin.62 Universities engaged in a campaign of unchecked expansion and increased
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61 “To Restrict Football,” *New York Sun*, 16 February 1900, p. 5, col. A.
economic viability. Schools constructed more and more buildings, enrolled ever-greater number of students, and continually added more departments and graduate schools as colleges took the form of the modern university as society knows it today. In this way, universities actually embodied and carried out the same type of commercialism seen in the expansion of the football programs that some faculty members so detested.

Although this case falls outside of the East, the founding of the University of Chicago serves as a symbol of this period. Founded in 1893 thanks to funding from industry magnate John D. Rockefeller, the school embarked on an aggressive campaign of growth led by president William Rainey Harper. Harper aggressively sought funds, utilized mass advertising and public relations techniques to attract students, and ruthlessly lured faculty members from other institutions, which themselves had all had been practicing the same methods (Rockefeller surely would have approved of these strategies). 63 Prospective students loved college football to the point the sport became a critical part of schools’ public relations and enrollment campaigns in this era. 64 Harper recognized students’ designs on attending a university with a good football team. One of his first personnel decisions saw him hiring famed Yale athletic alumnus Amos Alonzo Stagg, a future member of the football rules committee, to lead a “highly commercial athletic department” with the end goal of attracting football-rabid students to enroll at Chicago. 65 Even as the Eastern faculty, then, began to form a unified opposition to the commercial growth of football, their institutions depended on the professionalized sport for their own expansion.

63 Ibid., 119-121.
64 Rudolph, The American College and University, 271.
The initial attempt by the faculty to restore football to a less prominent place in the university did not succeed, as nothing came of the 1900 committee’s rule proposal ideas. This initial movement failed because the faculty still lacked a public mandate. Football enjoyed too much popularity for the alumni and undergraduates to take these new calls for reform seriously. But this condition soon changed, as the problems of the previous decade reemerged in the opening years of the new century. Professionalism, which had never truly abated, once again became a target. Alexander Meiklejohn, the President of Brown University, gave voice to the opposition by calling for the removal of all the outside influences to intercollegiate football that had been driving the commercial character of the game. Meiklejohn insisted that if the undergraduates themselves could not manage their affairs in the way that traditionalists expected, then the game should be abolished completely. He called the emphasis on winning “the evil which is (the) most fundamental, most subtle, most dangerous of all.”

The Progressive magazine *McClure’s* leveled the most significant attack against professionalism. In the summer of 1905, Henry Beach Needham published a two-part series exposing the professional ills of college football in the vein of the classic Progressive muckraker of the era. Needham detailed many illicit and, at least to traditionalists, offensive examples of ethical abuses in college football. They included: an admission from an anonymous Pennsylvania alumnus that his school matched the cheating of its rivals because the alumni could not stand losing to them; a denunciation of the concept and purpose of professional coaches; details about the recruiting practices of the alumni of the Eastern powers, which traveled to the well-known preparatory schools in the region and attempted to induce athletes to attend their schools to play football; and
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respective examples from Yale, Princeton, and Pennsylvania of a football player receiving illegal benefits, a player acting as a paid commercial endorser, and the use of a “tramp” athlete who had played at many schools before. Needham also wrote at length about common features like training tables and new, on-campus stadiums, and how they violated the ideals of amateurism. The author called the recruiting incidents the “most demoralizing” feature, since they ruined boys’ “chances for normal growth and development,” and gave “false and superficial views of life in the world.”

Professionalism thus sparked controversy, but as had been the case in the previous decade, violence sparked the biggest outcry from critics and brought more impetus for reform. After the concern over injuries and even deaths in football games significantly decreased by the turn of the 20th century, the concerns spiked again after 1900 as a result of another rise in casualties. Newspapers compiled injury and death totals regularly in the wake of the increase in violence. One report in 1904 listed 296 injuries and 13 deaths from football that season, though it is unclear if this toll is from college games only or if it includes professional and other amateur football. Teddy Roosevelt, the consummate masculine man and supporter of football, felt the issue serious enough that he once again called for a reduction in roughness and foul play. Evidently, the earlier rule changes of the 1890s, while effective initially, had not been enough to stamp out the possibility of
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unnecessary brutality. The football rules committee saw the violence and heard the calls for reform, and when it met in the summer of 1905, as it did annually, the committee did consider proposed rule changes, such as the implementation of the forward pass and the increase of the yards-to-gain from five yards to 10 yards. The committee, though, did not pass any reforms, claiming that “public interest” did not sufficiently favor rule changes. As a result, given the increasing brutality of the preceding years, the New York Tribune properly foretold that the 1905 season would be the “most scrutinized ever” with the failure to make any changes.

The aforementioned intense brutality of the 1905 season, the most violently destructive college football season yet, led to football’s most significant crisis to date and one that eventually confirmed the future direction of the game. Yet the rules committee may have been correct that “public interest” did not find disfavor in the game despite the increasingly alarming violence. In the midst of the troublesome 1905 season, outside interest in college football did not wane, evidenced in advance of the Army-Navy game that season when Princeton (the host of the affair) expected the biggest crowd in its history, complete with a visit by Roosevelt, who now had become President. Some clearly did find disfavor in football, including Roosevelt, to the extent that he knew the sport needed to change to satisfy critics. In early October at the White House, Roosevelt held a summit in which he implored Harvard coach Bill Reid, Yale athletics leader Walter Camp, and four other representatives of the leading Eastern football schools to do something to stop the brutality of football so that the game could be saved. But the
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football teams made no real changes that fall. The brutal violence continued, and university leadership and faculties finally lost their patience as a result.

Late the next month, in November 1905, Charles Eliot, the most powerful administrator of among the leading football schools, intimated that he wanted to try to ban football at Harvard with the faculty’s support, convinced there would never be reform that sufficiently guaranteed safer play as long as the alumni and undergraduates controlled the game. The next week brought a breaking point, when a football player for Union College died as a result of brain injuries sustained in a game played in New York City. In the wake of that death, the 16th fatality since October 9, New York University Chancellor Henry MacCracken, after Eliot rebuffed him when he entreated Eliot to lead football into reform or abolitionment, instead called on a group of other, smaller universities to form a new rules committee. This new group proposed that universities themselves would control intercollegiate athletics through this new organization, replacing the old Camp-led committee that consisted of alumni from the leading powers. Those alumni, in the faculties’ eyes, had too biased of a position towards football to implement change and rein in the sport’s violence and out-of-control professionalism.

The Evening World in New York questioned the legitimacy and power of the proposed break from the existing power structure. The new committee consisted of universities with little relative power in the world of college football, institutions such as Syracuse, Rutgers, Army, Fordham, and Columbia, the last of which banned football shortly after MacCracken’s call for a meeting. The newspaper thus argued that no real

reform could be accomplished with such an unimposing group. The old rules committee, consisting of representatives from football bluebloods Harvard, Yale, and Princeton, as well as Cornell, Chicago, and Lehigh, still held power. Whether or not this could be said to be true, the Intercollegiate Athletic Association (as the delegates to MacCracken’s conference in late December 1905 named themselves) had grown determined to assert university control and institute rule changes so that they could reform football properly and make the sport safer, after the member schools voted for reform instead of abolishment. Meanwhile, at the exact same time that the IAA met in New York, the rules committee itself met in the same city, also debating rule changes. The rule committee’s key question centered on whether the two rule-making bodies should join or not. Harvard’s alumni felt wary of Eliot’s possible action should they fail to show real signs of implementing sufficient change, and thus decided to push for amalgamation of the two committees. After a period of diplomatic wrangling, the two groups did in fact join. Over January and February of 1906, the combined committees slowly worked out the proposed changes, finally deciding on several, including most notably the 10-yard line to gain, the introduction of the forward pass (albeit with heavy restrictions), and the prohibition of runners attempting to hurdle over the line.

After all the controversy and the near death of the sport, it appeared compromise between alumni and university leaders had saved college football from radical reform or even abolishment. Even Harvard, whose faculty voted to ban the game in early 1906
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unless the reforms made by the two committees had been sufficient, reinstated football. The reforms proved positive as the 1906 season played out. The “thirst for football,” though it never truly left, could be seen widely. Even Eliot commented that he enjoyed a game that he took in and that he did not see any “unnecessary roughness.” Brutality and injuries decreased thanks to the removal of mass momentum plays. It appeared that the IAA, which later renamed itself the N.C.A.A., had taken control of football from the alumni. This proved untrue, however, for two critical reasons. First, the IAA did not possess a strong mandate. Though the old rules committee schools cooperated with the IAA for rules changes, they did not join the new organization, meaning the still-most powerful football schools operated outside of the body that supposedly controlled intercollegiate athletics. Second, the IAA had no way to enforce its stipulations. Members acted independently, and the envisioned strong university leadership never coalesced. Sure enough, just five years later, brutality reemerged, and the IAA had to once again undergo the process of reform. Beyond the weakness of the new governing body itself, the most critical failing could be found in the insufficient scope of change. While the reformers addressed brutality directly, they largely ignored the issue of professionalism.

Conclusion

Football in the East—the locus of national interest at this time, even as the game began to spread throughout the rest of the country—entered the 1890s as an intensely popular, brutal, professionalized sport. The game came out of the turn of the century as an intensely popular, less brutal, still professionalized sport. An older class of football
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enthusiasts, used to the truly amateur activity they had enjoyed, led the opposition to the brutal and professional aspects of college football early on. But these men saw their views and influence, which had informed the founding and early spread of the game, rapidly fade. In the 1890s, this process of the weakening of the older controllers’ power became consummated. Men such as Caspar Whitney, old lovers of football, watched in despair as a new generation of young men, informed by the masculine, competitive values that the increasingly prevalent middle class espoused, made over the game in their image. They wanted to win, and pursued wins at all costs; it was not in their mentality to play just for play’s sake. Football’s continued commercialization thus reflected the way the middle class’s values came to assume a dominant place in American culture, while an upper class slowly fading in the wake of the rise of the middle class protested in vain.

While the older enthusiasts had no power to affect the change they wanted, the university faculties and presidents did have such an opportunity, but did not take full advantage of it. By addressing only the violence in football (and insufficiently at that), the reformers indirectly confirmed the larger-than-life place that the sport had assumed in university and national life. This, too, confirmed middle class values (as did the behavior of universities themselves in the expansion-driven period of university building). With this assured, the sport’s professional and commercial tendencies could grow mostly unchecked, as they did. Even if the university powers could eventually take control away from the alumni and undergraduates, college football would be guided by the ambitious, competitive middle-class values of the latter groups, and irrevocably so. The next chapter shows that the same process unfolded in the Midwest and at the University of Michigan specifically, albeit with even less opposition to football’s professional tendencies.
Figure 3: The Michigan football team rides on a carriage in the 1902 Rose Parade in Pasadena, California. Courtesy of Bentley Historical Library, University of Michigan, BL001129
CHAPTER THREE: Football Controversy at the University of Michigan

College football first emerged and grew into an activity of national interest in the East, but the game soon became popular across the rest of the U.S., penetrating the Midwest (often referred to as the West in contemporary documents), the South, and the West (referred to as the Far West). This occurred in each region at slightly different times and with different paces. Of each locality, football in the Midwest/West grew most rapidly, consolidating into the type of brutal, commercialized, mass-interest entity that it became in the East several years before. Indeed, as early as 1892, before any Western team had proven itself capable of closely competing with one of the powerful Eastern teams, noted college football enthusiast Caspar Whitney acknowledged at least the “possibility” a team could soon emerge from the West and compete with the East.¹ Western teams began reaching the competitive levels of the best Eastern teams within a few years of Whitney’s statement.

The University of Michigan soon boasted one of those ultra-competitive teams. After relatively slow initial development, football caught on significantly with Michigan undergraduates by the 1880s, leading to a process of consolidation and organization by the early 1890s.² Football games, at one time sparsely-attended affairs that elicited little interest from the student body, evolved into huge campus events. Undergraduates and alumni alike began investing considerable time and energy into following the fortunes of their University’s “eleven,” devoting themselves to furthering the progress of the team and its place in Michigan college life. At the same time, the players began training more frequently and with the most advanced training techniques, aided by coaches that the

² Philip Clarkson Pack, 100 Years of Athletics, the University of Michigan: A Review in Word and Pictures Covering the University’s Progress and Prowess, 1837-1937 (Ann Arbor, 1937), 1-6.
team and its athletic management imported from the leading Eastern schools (a move mirrored by all the bigger Western institutions). The Michigan football team rapidly became one capable of competing with teams of the East as the 1890s progressed.

Importantly, football in this region also took on a character similar to that of the East in terms of a brutal style of play and an intense commercialism that contradicted the notion of amateurism. However, alumni, faculty, and members of the press, never criticized football’s violence in the West to the extent that they did in the East, instead treating professionalism as a more significant problem. As in the East, football in the West began to resemble a spectacle. Large crowds attended the biggest games of the season; admission fees became crucial to teams as a key source of funding; teams held games in big cities to maximize profits, instead of on campuses; teams used professional coaches; players spent extensive amounts of time practicing and traveling for games; schools and members of the press leveled accusations of rival teams cheating in some way, perhaps by using ineligible players, and of the sport growing too large in importance; and, most noteworthy of all, students, alumni, and other supporters of teams developed a craze for winning. Unsurprisingly, given the supposed amateur nature of college football in the West (as in the East), these characteristics of the sport caused concerned faculty and outside observers informed by amateurism to criticize the nature of football.

The professionalized nature of Western college football and its detractors combined to form a troublesome atmosphere surrounding the game as the 1890s gave way to the early 20th century. Several incidents related to athletic competition between
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the biggest schools served as the most noteworthy public flare-ups. Michigan, as one of the leading institutions of the West, and also boasting one of the most successful and extensive athletic programs in the region (and perhaps the best overall football team), had a significant role in almost all of these public controversies. Michigan also took on a leading role when its president and the presidents of six other leading Western universities formed a conference in 1896 to try and lessen the influence of professionalism by creating an amateurism-informed, unified set of rules and eligibility requirements. The move resembled Eastern football apparatuses’ reforming actions in the 1890s. But though a noble step on the part of the Western presidents, such action did not and could not go far enough, as it proved unable to overcome the same type of win-at-all-costs mentality derived from middle class values that ultimately triumphed in the Eastern controversy.

In truth, the Western presidents and faculties fought an uphill battle in trying to restore college football to its status from earlier in the century as a truly amateur endeavor. The reformers faced a more difficult landscape than their Eastern counterparts did, too. The West itself had developed much differently than the East. In the latter, though middle-class values began to take precedence among student populations, there also existed a greater conservative, amateur-leaning element than in the comparably more economically diffuse West. For example, James B. Angell, the President of the University of Michigan from 1871-1909 (covering the time of Michigan’s football controversy), saw state universities such as his own as protecting against an aristocracy of wealth. The West saw its most extensive development at the time that middle-class ideals rose generally in the U.S. Thus, the forces of professionalism could take root much
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easier in the West, since many more of the region’s inhabitants did not hold the same older values as individuals in the East.

The growth of Michigan football exemplified the greater ease with which professionalism took hold in the West as compared to the East, and no development illustrated this more than the school’s hiring of Fielding H. Yost as football coach in 1901. Yost embodied the true professional coach: he saw his job as winning, and he attacked the task vigorously and successfully. Under Yost, Michigan reached its greatest football heights during the coach’s first five years of employment. Alongside this success, the team also generated the most intense, spectacle-like football craze of anywhere in the West in the wake of its victories and Yost’s unapologetic drive to win, the ultimate anti-amateur pursuit. The situation at Michigan and at its peer institutions from the earlier Western conference, referred to at this point as the “Big Nine” conference after two more schools joined, finally resulted in the most significant reform movement yet. Angell himself, wary of what college football had grown into, called another reform conference in 1906 that would have forced Michigan’s athletic leadership and faculty to adopt tighter restrictions in the name of amateurism, calling to mind the university-driven reform movement and creation of the IAA in the East in 1905-06. For Michigan to do so would have meant the crippling of its athletics, especially its football team. The athletic powers and faculty at the institution finally decided that they could not conform to the new rules, thus choosing the pursuit of wins over reform and confirming the triumph of students’ and alumni’s desired professionalism over the more amateur view of critics and college authorities. The reform movements in the East and at Michigan may have focused more heavily on different issues (violence and
professionalism, respectively), but the final outcome—football continuing in its same widely popular, highly commercialized form—reflected the way that middle-class manly and competitive values had achieved preponderance in the U.S., and the way that football would continue to grow irrespective of region.

In the form of the previous two chapters, this chapter examines the development of big-time football at the University of Michigan, culminating with the decision to leave the Big Nine conference and thus refuse to institute significant reform. The controversy played out most significantly in the pages of the Michigan Daily (the student newspaper), while Angell’s voice is found most vividly in his President’s Reports to the Board of Regents. Harper’s Weekly, the Michigan Alumnus (a monthly alumni magazine), and other supplementary materials offer more evidence about the Michigan football controversy.

**Michigan and Angell**

The Michigan football team likely could not have developed into the powerful cultural entity it became unless the university it represented similarly became one of the leading schools in the West. Indeed, by the time that Michigan’s football team began making waves with its success, the school itself enjoyed a status as one of the most prestigious and highly-attended universities in the country. The University of Michigan, established in Detroit in 1817 and relocated to Ann Arbor in 1837 after the territory had achieved statehood, symbolized two different trends of the time in higher education: the expansion of colleges into full-fledged universities, seen in the East and West, and the increasing proliferation of state-supported universities in the West. The latter development came as a natural result of population growth and migration. Colleges
originally materialized in the East because colonial populations themselves developed in the East, but as Americans continued to move west and settle the frontier, the need for higher education arose. Congress passed the Morrill Land Grant Act in 1862 to help spur the growth of colleges in the West, and higher education expanded rapidly from there (though the University of Michigan is not an example of a Land Grant school).  

Western higher education developed differently compared to the earlier, more conservative educational structure of established Eastern institutions such as Harvard and Yale. Western colleges came into their own at a time when said Eastern schools already had begun phasing out the old style of education, which centered on the classical languages and rote memorization. As a result, greater liberality marked Western education as it expanded over the second half of the 19th century. The West had a more heterogeneous population than the East, and in turn, Western institutions welcomed more heterogeneous student bodies. State-supported schools in the West strived to achieve a balance of academic excellence and broad accessibility. Western universities could be described as “practical, popular institutions” which emphasized the values of “frontier democracy” and materialism, according to Rudolph. In short, the Western university of the second half of the 19th century increasingly became a place defined by opportunity, where any student could go to receive an education that would be earned, not inherited. Bledstein argues that this went along with middle-class values of ambition and upward social mobility. One Eastern observer, wary of the “radical” idea that universities could be state-supported, nevertheless praised universities of the West for their commitment to
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higher education and their high educational standards. Universities thus became the places that developed middle-class ambitions, a characteristic especially true in the West.

The presidents of universities, the West included, began asserting more and more control over their institutions in this period, another key characteristic of the university-building era. Michigan President James Burrill Angell, just as with Charles Eliot of Harvard, typified this development. Angell, who served as his school’s chief administrator from 1871 until 1909, is given most of the credit by authors such as Sagendorph for transforming the university into the “cosmopolitan, national institution” it became by 1880. Angell’s ascendance to the Michigan presidency capped an interesting life to that point. His family had deep roots in America, as an ancestor helped found the state of Rhode Island along with Roger Williams. In his memoirs, Angell fondly recalled his early years growing up in a small town in Rhode Island, where his family owned a tavern and a farm. Angell credited his experiences at the tavern, with its diverse group of patrons, for giving him the “power of adaptation to the societies of different classes of men,” hinting at his later liberal educational philosophy. His experience working on the family farm for one summer gave him a similar outlook of the life of “the labouring man.” Though Angell’s family apparently did not hold an elite position in Rhode Island, Angell’s parents still sent him to various boarding schools and then the University Grammar School in Providence, where he mostly learned Latin in the traditional educational style the year before he entered Brown at the age of 16. Angell spent his
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post-college years traveling the South and Europe before taking a faculty position at Brown and then the presidency at Vermont.\textsuperscript{15}

The Michigan Board of Regents tried to convince Angell to accept the presidency in Ann Arbor as early as 1869, but Angell refused, due to the lower salary they offered and the lack of adequate presidential lodging on Michigan’s campus. Two years later, the Regents increased their salary offer by 500 dollars and agreed to fund a renovation of the president’s residence. Angell then agreed to become Michigan’s president.\textsuperscript{16} As Bledstein notes, “in an increasingly aggressive, pushy, and impersonal society, (college) presidents joined in the pushing,” evidenced by Angell’s negotiation for greater compensation.\textsuperscript{17} This type of behavior ironically fell in line with the type of middle-class commercial ideals that Angell later combated during the football controversy at Michigan.

As president of Michigan, Angell oversaw a plethora of changes that resulted in the university’s modernization and ascendance to the country’s educational elite. He also strived to develop a particular type of attitude within his students that fell in line with his democratic ideals. Angell early on supported the new, more diverse style of education, dating to his time at Brown.\textsuperscript{18} When he arrived in Ann Arbor, Michigan had already begun shifting to this more practical system, which included electives, and Angell continued to expand it over the course of his presidency. In an era of university-building, when colleges continually increased their numbers of faculty, students, departments, and buildings, Angell led Michigan through the process of expansion typical of the period.

Over his first 28 years, Michigan expanded from three departments to seven and from 25
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faculty members to 235, and the enrollment of 3,123 students for the 1898-99 school year was three times as large as when Angell arrived in 1871.\textsuperscript{19} Expansion went hand-in-hand with fund-raising and advertising, since universities could not grow unless they lured more and more students. Angell thus aggressively publicized Michigan and sought donations from alumni, who had never really considered giving much money to the state-supported university before Angell’s entreaties.\textsuperscript{20} Angell found much success in his campaign of reform and growth. By 1880 and into the next several decades, Michigan had become a leading university. Harper’s Weekly deemed it “one of the most progressive as well as effective of our great schools of learning,” falling in line with the way the West in general could be considered progressive at this time as compared to the East.\textsuperscript{21}

Angell also attempted to guide Michigan’s growth with his own personal ideals and morals. The president strongly believed in the importance of education and thought that it should be available to all. This democratic ideal defined what he saw as the purpose of higher education. In the mid-1880s, worried by claims that Michigan had become an elite institution, Angell surveyed students about their father’s occupations. The findings—45 percent of students’ fathers held a job that involved some kind of physical labor, and only 22 percent of fathers worked in professions that required a college education—thrilled Angell, since they helped prove that anyone could indeed attend Michigan.\textsuperscript{22} Later, in 1901, Angell wrote an article for the alumni magazine about
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the potentially worrisome increases in cost of education. He recognized this development, but argued that the prosperity of the past 30 years meant that parents could still send their children to universities and could even afford to fund comfortable lives for their children there. Most importantly, Angell added, one’s wealth would prove irrelevant if he/she possessed good character, since he/she would be respected all the same in that case; Angell strongly believed in 1901 that the “democratic spirit…still survives in full vigor” in universities.23

In further evidence of his progressive beliefs, Angell also supported coeducation, which began at Michigan in 1870, the year before he assumed the presidency.24 Michigan’s admittance of women at this date provides a stark contrast to the more traditional-minded schools of the East. Harvard, for example, did not begin teaching women until 1943, and Yale College did not admit women until 1969.25 The difference between these schools in the area of coeducation represents further evidence of Michigan’s and the West’s greater belief in opportunity for all, an ideal akin to the middle-class values of the era. The regional disparity could be seen in the racial composition of football teams of the respective regions as well (though in both East and West, players overwhelmingly tended to be white). Yale did not have a black player until the late 1840s.26 Harvard had a black player as early as 1892, but this still came after

George Jewett became the first black man to play for Michigan in 1890 (during Angell’s presidency), which is significant since Michigan’s team did not emerge as an organized institution until much later than Yale’s.\(^{27}\)

In addition to his beliefs about socioeconomic status and coeducation, Angell also possessed strong religious convictions. He did not push these ideals on his students, instead emphasizing proper morality. In Angell’s year-opening speech in 1891, the president told students that the faculty would not tolerate activities such as gambling and carousing. The president advised his audience not to engage in activities “unbecoming to gentlemen and which lower the dignity of the University.”\(^{28}\) The students apparently did not mind this type of morality, even if they did not fully subscribe to it, for Angell was “universally loved and honored” by students, alumni, and faculty alike throughout his time in Ann Arbor.\(^{29}\) By the 1890s, Angell had thus successfully helped Michigan develop into a large, prestigious, bustling university, marked by the typically Western and middle-class trait of opportunity for all. Angell had proven himself somewhat liberal educationally, though perhaps less so for non-academic activities. His view on athletics, which rapidly developed at Michigan during his stint as president, symbolized his complex figure.


Athletics/Football Expansion at Michigan

Football and athletics generally followed the same developmental path at Michigan as they did at the Eastern schools. These physical activities emerged first on the Michigan campus as casual endeavors marked by little organization and few rules. It is unclear exactly when Michigan students began playing football, but given the parallels with the East, it would be logical that they first did so around the middle of the century, using the game’s most primitive form.

The earliest definite date for football at Michigan is 1873, the year students formed the Football Association. This group did not amount to a team and did not offer any kind of strict organization; it simply represented a club that students used to help organize games. The interest in football and athletics continued to grow, mirroring both the same process unfolding in the East and the larger fascination with physical activity held by the white upper and middle classes in the second half of the century. The first official Michigan football team played in 1878, still controlled completely by students and without extensive organization. The school continued to field a team throughout the 1880s and competed almost exclusively with fellow Western teams. Michigan’s team, though, still found itself well behind its Eastern counterparts in terms of both skill and organization, lacking any kind of significant support system from either alumni or faculty.

The lack of support behind athletics at Michigan began to change entering the 1890s. By this time, enough interest had accumulated among the student body in fielding
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an organized, winning football team and in participation in athletic endeavors generally for students to seek faculty action. The very first issue of the *Michigan Daily*, in fact, made sure to report on the prospects of the football team, indicating the level of interest among the students.\(^\text{33}\) The interest did not necessarily reflect the quality of the team as of yet; subsequent issues of the newspaper decried the lack of participation among the students and made repeated calls for any man interested to come out to practice and play for the team.\(^\text{34}\) Despite the relatively troubling state of the team, from the beginning, it seems that Michigan students had lofty ambitions regarding football. Around this same time, the student paper remarked “if we expect to make a respectable showing in the East, we must play the Eastern game.”\(^\text{35}\) This competitiveness and desire to beat the best teams, reflective of middle-class competitive ideals, could be seen the rest of the decade as Michigan football began to reach a position in which it could actually compete with the best.

The students thus recognized that their school’s competitive athletic situation, especially the football team, had significant potential but did not yet posses the necessary infrastructure. The faculty answered the students’ call for more resources in two important ways in 1890. First, the faculty assisted the students in forming a permanent athletic association. The students had formed their own such group in 1878, but it fell apart six years later because it became too much for students to manage themselves. The Athletic Association of the University of Michigan, however, enjoyed support from the University. Any student could still join the AA by paying a subscription fee, but the new
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organization also contained an Advisory Board made up of three non-Ann Arbor-resident alumni and four professors. The Board did not actually have much power over the AA but it still served a critical function in giving the students legitimacy and stability.\textsuperscript{36} Michigan athletics, especially the popular football team, now had the means to sustain and invest in itself thanks to the ordered system of fundraising brought by the subscription fees. So long as enough students subscribed, the school’s teams could get better and better, setting the stage for professionalized growth. President Angell and the Board of Regents combined to create the second critical step of purchasing land at the south end of campus for an athletic field for general student (and team) use.\textsuperscript{37} The University even agreed to pay the cost of preparing the field for use, provided the AA assume responsibility for maintenance (the group could keep gate fees from football games for this purpose). Angell fully supported the move, believing the students needed a place for outdoor exercise, an activity whose benefits the president clearly believed in based on the positive tone in his \textit{President’s Report} for the year the University began to prepare the athletic field for use.\textsuperscript{38} Thanks to faculty support, Michigan students now had the means for further athletic participation.

The newfound means for growth and students’ desire for rapid advancement led to rapid growth for Michigan football in the early 1890s. Coinciding with this, the program also took on a much greater professional character. In 1892, the team hired a professional coach for the first time in F.E. Barbour, who had spent the past three years as the quarterback for Yale and thus could theoretically help Michigan reach the stature

\textsuperscript{36} Pack, \textit{100 Years of Athletics, the University of Michigan}, 6.
\textsuperscript{38} James Burrill Angell, “President’s Report to the Board of Regents for the Year Ending September 30, 1892.”
of the Eastern powers. The team actually reverted to using paid graduates as coaches for several years later in the decade, but utilizing Barbour nevertheless set a precedent of the team and students wanting the best possible instruction, so that Michigan could win as much as possible. Caspar Whitney recognized the significance of this step, remarking on the immense potential for Western teams such as Michigan now that they had Eastern coaches. Whitney commented that Western football was growing like “Jack’s beanstalk.”

In the next several years, the growth of Michigan football accelerated, in terms of the quality of the team, the interest behind it, and the amount of professional organization and student/alumni support for it. The game appealed to students and alumni at Michigan for the same reasons football appealed to their counterparts in the East. Football had a rough character, but in a positive way, in the eyes of supporters. In fact, the game’s roughness conferred the type of manly benefits that could not be developed through other activities, according to the University Record. Authorities did not even mind football, recognizing the “attraction which trials of skill, strength and endurance have for exuberant youth.” The sport represented an outlet for students’ physical energies, leading to a decrease in hazing, which had been a serious problem for universities. The Record recognized the need for University leaders to watch the sport’s development carefully to ensure intercollegiate competition did not cause football to assume too significant of a place in colleges, but no overly worrisome problems existed yet. In fact, Michigan’s football development reached a landmark when it made a respectable showing against Cornell in a loss in 1892. The result prompted more donations to the AA than ever

---

before. A local newspaper (the *Washtenaw Times*) contributed money, raising the expectation that other local businessmen would donate to the cause of improving Michigan’s team.\(^{42}\) The aftermath of the Cornell loss serves as more proof of the critical place funding held for Michigan football, even in its formative stages of growth; from this early time, making money to invest back into the team—a distinctly professional action—represented an essential part of the team’s continued expansion.

However, the professionalism inherent in the structure of Michigan football, led to one negative incident that threatened to sidetrack the otherwise consistent growth of the team. In 1893, the University faculty found that several ineligible players had been used in a spring sport (different outlets reported it was either on the baseball or track team). The faculty Senate responded by instituting reform to take greater control of athletics. The governing body created a new Board in Control of Intercollegiate Athletics in December of that year, consisting of five faculty members chosen by the Senate and four undergraduates chosen by the Board of Directors of the AA. The BIC had final say in all matters of rules, management, and eligibility. Whitney lauded this move, interpreting it as Michigan taking a step towards stamping out professionalism completely.\(^{43}\)

One might suppose that the students would be upset about such faculty action, but they supported the creation of the BIC. The *Daily* labeled the move “the most important and the most favorable to athletics that has ever been taken in the University.”\(^{44}\) The students did not necessarily desire to win without any regard to rules. They, too, did not want to be seen as cheaters. Students supported the creation of the BIC for two critical

---


reasons: it further strengthened the legitimacy of athletics and football as University-sanctioned activities, and it did nothing to stop students from investing as much as possible to try and give Michigan a winning team, their prime desire. The ineligibility incident did not even trouble Angell very much. In reaction to talk about reforming football in the East, the president remarked that at Michigan “the faculty as a body has not yet considered (reform),” since the sport had not become associated with injuries nor “gambling and intemperance” in the West to the extent that it had in the East.\textsuperscript{45} Thus, Michigan athletics and Michigan football enjoyed significant early growth without much hindrance, despite internal reform.

The effect of Michigan’s successful football development can be seen most explicitly in the team’s victory over Cornell in 1894, its first ever over an Eastern team, two years after the creation of the BIC.\textit{The Daily} remarked that “at last we have a football team such as we have dreamed of,” and wild celebrations went off both in Detroit, the site of the game, and in Ann Arbor upon the team’s return. Angell, speaking at the Ann Arbor celebration, commented positively on the team’s progress of the past two years, and said he “had no fear of any objectionable features of athletics here in the future.”\textsuperscript{46} The triumph illustrated how far Michigan’s football team had come in terms of its skill and the interest and support behind the team. But the path the team had taken and the constant call for financial backing speaks to the professional manner in which football developed at Michigan. Whitney’s remark that the West and Michigan had “ignorance of what amateur sport is” resonates in this instance.\textsuperscript{47}

\textbf{Continued Professionalism}

The Michigan football team’s growth over the course of the 1890s reached what most thought at the time to be a climax on Thanksgiving Day, 1898. Undefeated Michigan squared off with fellow football titan Chicago in the latter’s city to decide the championship of the West. In dramatic fashion, Michigan halfback Charles Widman broke through tacklers for the decisive score late in the affair, ultimately giving Michigan a 12-11 win and the championship in what the Alumnus labeled one of the greatest games ever played in the West (the performance inspired one observer to write “The Victors,” which became the Michigan fight song). Whitney called the 10,000 spectators “the most enthusiastic and best-informed crowd” ever in the region. Six hundred students attended the celebratory bonfire in Ann Arbor the following Monday, which Secretary James Wade of the Board of Regents and his assistants tended to all day in preparation. Local businessmen donated the wood used for tinder. The affair truly unified the campus and community in jubilation over the football team.

The atmosphere surrounding the 1898 Thanksgiving Day game and the joyous celebration of the big win belied the serious developments at Michigan and in the West in the preceding years. The transformation of Michigan football into a powerful, commercialized program in the early years of the decade generated little controversy, but that changed in the middle of the decade, beginning with the formation of the forerunner of the Big Nine (and ultimately the modern-day Big Ten) conference. This development and other controversies permeated the West as the turn of the century approached, with Michigan’s football team and athletic management becoming increasingly and unabashedly professional in character. The continued trend towards professionalism

culminated in the hiring of ultimate professional coach Fielding Yost in 1901 and the several years of football success thereafter.

In late 1894, as outlined above, President Angell did not find reason to be concerned with the nature of football as practiced at Michigan, even though Michigan football undoubtedly began to take the form of a larger-than-life entity at the University, and even though other schools in the region worried about the sport. President James Smart of Purdue University sent Angell a letter in December asking him to call a meeting of the seven leading Western football universities in an effort to form unified regulations and end football abuses. The Daily reported that Angell declined Smart’s request, telling Smart in response “as far as Michigan is concerned (Angell) has no fault whatever to find with the present control of athletics,” as managed by the BIC. The six other schools—Purdue, Wisconsin, Chicago, Minnesota, Illinois, and Northwestern—met anyway in January of 1895, and while insisting they had no hostility towards football, they devised a set of proposed rules and requirements that they hoped would prevent teams from playing professional/non-student athletes. Later, Angell said he did not attend the meeting only because he had been told it had been postponed; whether true or not, Angell did make sure a Michigan representative attended the second conference held the next year, in February 1896.

In the time between the two conferences, Michigan had been accused by Caspar Whitney of playing two professionals on their football team in Jimmie Baird and James Hooper. Michigan, through its BIC, strongly denied the accusations. A letter to the editor of the Daily reveals the true nature of the disagreement, which reflected the regional

---

differences between East and West. Nobody apparently paid the players while at Michigan, but the two did coach and play baseball for pay in previous summers to help fund their educations. This fit the Easterner Whitney’s definition for professionalism, but Michigan deemed Baird and Hooper amateurs because they had not been paid specifically for their collegiate sport.\(^5^3\)

Again, the disagreement over Baird’s and Hooper’s eligibility speaks to the differing natures of East and West. The latter region’s alumni, faculty, and observers, from the beginning of Western big-time college football, never subscribed to the strict philosophy of amateurism to the extent that alumni, faculty, and observers in the East did, meaning the West, especially Michigan, did not take issue with some behaviors that outraged men like Whitney. In fact, the Daily casually reported in 1895 that Baird had returned from Chicago, enrolled at Michigan as a senior engineering student, and by the next day had assumed his place as the quarterback of the football team.\(^5^4\) Western sentiment meant that such behavior had assumed a normal place in the region, while Whitney saw such behavior, as remotely non-amateur as it may have been, as disgusting and indicative of the West’s willingness to cheat, due to the “huge disdain for failure...eminently characteristic of Western institutions.”\(^5^5\) The different scale of ideals helps explain how, despite accusations of professionalism in the interceding year, Michigan could send its representative to the second reform conference with instructions to argue that current students who had accepted money elsewhere, like Baird and Hooper, should not be outlawed from playing. The same phenomenon helps explain the fact that Michigan’s BIC adopted the conference’s rules but only with exceptions, since the Board

\(^{54}\) “‘Jimmie’ Baird is Back,” Michigan Daily, 10 October 1895, vol. 6, issue 10.
did not support some measures that hurt Michigan’s team such as the rule prohibiting professional school students who had come from other institutions.\textsuperscript{56} Like the alumni-led teams of the East, Michigan’s athletic leadership and faculty agreed to reform, but not fully, since they did not want to overly hinder the success of their team, a behavior that Michigan’s athletic organization repeated in the later controversy.

The new rules did not much affect student interest in the team. The 1896 season, in fact, saw the most observer support ever, gauged by the number of subscriptions to the AA and attendance at practices and games.\textsuperscript{57} Neither did a series of disagreements Michigan found itself involved in over the next few years, each of which saw some sort of professional-related controversy. In each of these instances, too, Michigan supporters defended the team or abdicated responsibility, making evident just how defiant the school and its football program could be in the wake of on-field success. Michigan also unapologetically engaged in several openly professional behaviors throughout this period, such as when the BIC held a session devoted to determining ways to develop multiple new revenue streams.\textsuperscript{58} Given the necessity of earning profits in order for the sustainment of a successful program, this action certainly is not egregious, but it nevertheless reflects how commercialized football had become at Michigan.

The various squabbles that Michigan entered into with other teams hold even more significance. In March 1898, Michigan, Illinois, and Chicago joined in accusing Wisconsin of using professionals on its track team, leading the former three to cut off relations with the latter.\textsuperscript{59} The schools only reentered relations as a ploy against Chicago

\textsuperscript{57}“Athletics,” \textit{Michigan Alumnus}, November 1896, p. 38.
when that university’s team refused to split receipts from football games equally or play games away from its home city. Michigan claimed a just position, arguing the situation to be about fairness and equality; Professor Albert Pattengill, the Chairman of the BIC, wrote in the Michigan Alumnus “we feel and feel deeply that we are in no way to blame for this state of affairs.” Pattengill went on to say “we believe that Chicago’s point of view is wrong—wrong in practice and wrong in principle.” While this may or may not have been true, the argument centered on money, meaning there could be no notions of amateurism involved. In one other telling incident, Oberlin accused Michigan of brutality and unsportsmanlike behavior in the teams’ game in 1897. The BIC responded to Oberlin by declaring the allegations unfounded, without even considering an investigation of any kind. Angell had clearly grown weary of all the troubling incidents, commenting in his annual report for 1898-99 about his excitement over Michigan’s success in oratorical/debating contests, since it helped prove wrong the “false impression of many that athletic contests absorb the entire attention of the American student, to the exclusion of interest in any kind of intellectual achievements.” Michigan thus continued to engage in behavior questionable by amateur standards, without any real remorse or hesitation. University leadership, too, had become more concerned about the increasing role of professionalized football on campus—the same concern upon which the Eastern faculties eventually tried to act.

Yost and the Climax of Professionalism
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Michigan football supporters’ sentiment towards winning only strengthened in the later 1890s, despite the growing concern from Angell. Alumni from outside Ann Arbor called a meeting for December 21, 1900, of other alumni, leading students, faculty, and prominent local businessmen to discuss what had been going wrong with the football team (the team went a combined 15-4-1 in 1899 and 1900, performances apparently not successful enough). It would be “one of the most important conferences in the history of University athletics,” according to the Daily.65 The conference discussed a variety of issues, but the most important point of consensus related to coaching. Attendees decided that a full-time, multi-year professional coach would be necessary for Michigan to reach greater heights, instead of the rotating cast of paid alumni and professional coaches which Michigan previously utilized.66 Instead of moving towards greater amateurism in the face of several controversies, Michigan desired a shift towards greater professionalism in the form of a full-time coach.

The stated desires came to fruition later that year when the BIC hired Fielding Yost as Michigan’s coach. Yost personified the professional college football coach. Born in rural West Virginia, Yost decided to become a lawyer but discovered football while attending West Virginia University’s law school. He played for West Virginia, but also several other teams, most notably for Lafayette. After Lafayette defeated his West Virginia team, Yost “transferred” to the victorious school to play in a big game against Penn, then quickly “transferred” back to West Virginia, an incident that serves as a prime example of professional-type behavior.67 Yost soon began a career as a professional coach...
coach with Ohio Wesleyan in 1897 while simultaneously engaging in business interests in the offseason. The coach moved on to Nebraska in 1898, Kansas in 1899, and Stanford in 1900. After that year, the school decided to return to an alumni system of coaching, forcing Yost to leave Palo Alto. That allowed Yost to take the job at Michigan in 1901. He received a salary of $2,300, plus living expenses for the season; all told, the money Yost earned totaled more than two times the $2,500 salary that a full professor earned at Michigan, making it easy to see why Angell would eventually question the place of football within the university.

Yost, nicknamed “Hurry up!” after his favorite saying, captured the hearts of Michigan football supporters from the very beginning of his tenure. The Daily described the school’s new coach on the eve of his first season thusly:

Coach Yost is electrifying the University. His boundless good nature, his ever-ready wit, his straightforwardness and determination all go to make him an object for hero worshippers. The coach has not only won the hearts and convictions of his men, but he is at the same time a hard master. Yost’s rule, though, is the kind that does not gall. He works with his men.

That praise came before Yost promptly led Michigan to one of the most dominant seasons ever seen in college football in 1901. In going undefeated and winning the Big Nine championship, Michigan outscored its opponents 550-0, including a win over Stanford in Pasadena on New Year’s Day in what would later be recognized as the first Rose Bowl. This performance endeared him to Michigan students and alumni, who adored Yost and believed him “one of the greatest coaches in the country.”

Interestingly, Yost used his own system of offense and training, one that more closely
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resembled an Eastern style, instead of the Michigan system that had been developed over previous years.72 At the athletic conference in 1900, attendees had determined that whatever coach Michigan hired should use the Michigan system; clearly, team supporters valued winning more than any previously declared principles, since they had no complaints about the ultra-successful Yost and his unique system.

Yost unabashedly pursued victories. After his second season as coach, when uncertainty surrounded whether he would return to fulfill the rest of his contract, Yost eventually announced his return at the team banquet, adding that he “did not care to make any definite statement as to the outlook for next year, except this: we are here to win.”73 He desired wins, though, while also retaining morality. Yost once remarked that he would not tolerate swearing or rough conduct on the part of his players, and that “if they can’t be (gentlemen), I don’t want them.”74 But this morality did not coincide with any high-minded views of amateurism, as his view on winning (and his very role as a professional coach) indicated. Michigan won, but just as before, it did not do so in amateur fashion, getting involved in more controversies during Yost’s tenure. In November 1903, Whitney again accused Michigan and Yost of using several players who should have been ineligible. The BIC declared that it found no truth to the charges.75 That same year, ill feeling developed between Michigan and Minnesota after unsportsmanlike displays during the teams’ game that season. The Alumnus spent the larger portion of an article about the incident arguing that Michigan had done nothing wrong. The article stated that Michigan does “not know in what respect” it could be blamed for the poor behavior and

75 “Michigan’s Amateurism Questioned,” Michigan Alumnus, November 1903.
“our athletes have played clean games” the past two years. Perhaps there truly had been no wrongdoing on Michigan’s end in these and several other similar incidents, but it is more likely that Michigan played a part somehow. Most importantly, students and alumni did not seem to care, and faculty did not seem to mind too much yet.

Students and alumni ignored any examples of professionalism because they cared more about winning and prestige, and Yost delivered. The coach made Michigan into a nationally famous football team, and he became a national figure in the process. Athletics in general thrived during this time, evidenced in 1901 when a wealthy alumnus from Detroit named Dexter Ferry donated 17 acres of land adjacent to the athletic field in order to increase the space available to the general student body. “Ferry Field” thus began hosting football games. But the football team’s performance under Yost still stands as the most noteworthy athletic development, as the team became all that Michigan supporters had desired in the early 1890s. In September 1904, an election year, football interest took such a hold that the Daily declared it “made little difference to (a student) who is going to be elected president but the burning question of the hour is ‘What sort of a team are we going to have this year?’” At the same time, the Alumnus essentially argued that professionalism was a necessary evil since the football team depended on gate money to fund itself. This is what football at Michigan had become by the time of, and through, the beginning of the Yost era: a subject of mass interest and participation,
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but one also inherently professional and commercialized. The combination of the two forces reached its weightiest point by 1905.

**Leaving the Conference**

On January 10, 1906, just days after Michigan students had returned from the semester winter break, James B. Angell announced one of the most momentous developments of recent times at the University: he had called a conference of the Big Nine in Chicago for the purpose of reforming Western college football, an event “likely to prove of epoch-making importance,” in Angell’s words. The conference would focus especially on football’s professional features, with Angell commenting that faculty members of conference schools had become “in favor of radical and far-reaching changes” since the controversial 1905 football season in the East had ended.  

The *Daily* reported that Michigan, through Professor Pattengill, the BIC’s representative to the conference, would support these potential radical reforms. Pattengill would supposedly even propose a curtailment of gate receipts, a move that would constitute a severe blow to the sustainment of Michigan’s ultra-successful, commercialized football program. The Michigan student body could not believe that their beloved President Angell (just the preceding fall, the students had commissioned a portrait of Angell) could be responsible for the movement. Angell actually called the conference at the request of faculty at other schools, who asked him to do so because of his position as “dean of Western college presidents.” And Angell did not attend the conference, with Pattengill serving as Michigan’s representative. Still, Angell wholeheartedly supported the movement, commenting in a letter to the conference that serious reform would be needed to

---

“preserve what is good in (football) and to remedy all the incidental evils that have
gathered about it.”83 Despite the thinking that the BIC supported Michigan football and
athletics generally, Pattengill favored serious reform as well, remarking, “it is time that
this disproportionate interest in football is checked.”84 The students naturally desired no
radical reform. The Daily offered no apologies for Michigan’s professionalism, defending
Yost and his coworkers since “they are merely factors in the great business concern
known as the University of Michigan Athletic Association.”85 Thus, there existed two
clear sides on the matter without any apparent middle ground, even before the conference
actually instituted its reforms.

The students’ surprise at the sudden call for radical reform is understandable.
Neither Angell nor any other Michigan administrator had made any recent public mention
of a significant distaste for football or athletics. But Angell, a supporter of athletics and
physical development in general, had been developing a revulsion towards the
commercial behemoth that football had become, especially at Michigan. His report to the
Board of Regents for the 1904-05 school year addressed the topic more extensively than
Angell had in any report previously and in any report that came afterwards as well.
Interestingly, while Angell recognized that football had developed into a great spectacle,
the president blamed the football-crazy public for its part in the situation. Angell said he
disliked that colleges and faculties shouldered almost all of the blame for the state of
football. He insisted that they had given “no subject” greater attention in recent years, and
that faculties desired normal athletics as part of a college education instead of the bloated
role they had taken on. The veracity of Angell’s claim about faculty action the previous

few years is debatable, at least at Michigan. However, Angell’s parting words served as a strong predictor of future action: the president stated that “something remains to be done…and college faculties…are not likely to neglect their duty in the future.”

86 The calling of the Big Nine conference can be construed as faculties finally trying to take demonstrative action, as they did in the East around the same time.

The initial calling of the conference led into two years of further action and discussion, with Michigan’s place always tenuous. The most significant resolutions adopted at the conference’s initial meeting included a maximum of three years of playing eligibility, the abolition of the training table, a ceiling of $0.50 for admission fees, and a reduction of the schedule from seven games to five games. 87 The combination of these rules, as stated previously, would severely handicap Michigan’s program, which had risen to football prominence because of its ability to generate funds and interest. The other Western college teams for the most part had not become so large, meaning those schools did not have the same concerns. The most significant rule, though, called for all coaches to come from the University faculty, meaning that Yost theoretically would be barred from coaching Michigan. Pattengill personally approved of the rule, but did not vote for it at the conference because he knew Yost’s popularity meant that the rule would be received poorly at Michigan. 88

Indeed, of all the proposals, the coaching stipulation drew the most ire at Michigan. Students fully favored keeping Yost, which would entail Michigan refusing to pass the proposed rule. Six of the Regents did as well, due to their support of football in
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general as practiced at Michigan. The faculty, after first voting 50-19 not to ban football at the University, tabled the coaching issue and adopted the other resolutions, though the three-year rule was adopted without retroaction. The retroactive feature of the rule touched off anger among pro-football supporters, since it made ineligible several players on the current team who had already played three years. It appears no opposition existed to the three-year rule in general, but only if it would be applied after all current players had matriculated.

Due to a failure among the universities to come to agreement, Angell called another conference for March, where the representatives decided to permit professional coaches—saving the beloved Yost—and made the three-year rule to be not retroactive, while still banning the training table and also making coaching hires subject to approval by individual school governing boards, at modest salaries. This at first proved acceptable to Michigan’s pro-football students and alumni, but after another conference meeting reverted the three-year rule back to being retroactive, supporters began to discuss Michigan possibly leaving the conference. The Alumnus claimed that the results of the 1906 season indicated that Michigan simply could not compete at the same level as before, what with certain players ineligible because of the retroactive three-year rule and the other regulations serving as hindrances to Michigan’s professionalism-derived competitive advantages. In December 1906, the conference elected to extend the season back to seven games and once again removed the retroactive feature, giving hope that
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Michigan could compete as before. But one month later, the conference promptly and unexpectedly rejected the proposed changes, outraging Michigan’s students and alumni.  

The student council immediately presented to the Senate its unanimous desire to withdraw from the conference. Apparently the faculty largely agreed; two months later, the BIC decided in March that it simply would not operate under the Big Nine rules that it disagreed with. The Board stood by its decision when the conference informed it that Michigan would thus not be allowed to play against any member schools, unless the school agreed to play by conference rules. With this action, Michigan had effectively removed itself from the conference. The University did not compete with any conference schools in any sport in the spring or fall of 1907. In January 1908, after the Big Nine refused once more to change its rules, the BIC officially decided to withdraw from the conference by a 6-3 vote. Michigan, one of the original members of the Big Nine and the conference’s most prestigious academic and athletic university, decided obtaining its best shot at wins to be more important than a friendly membership in a union of the leading Western schools.

**Fallout?**

Throughout the series of events that culminated in Michigan’s withdrawal, President Angell remained silent. He spoke in public about his views on the football controversy for the only time at the Chicago alumni banquet in the spring of 1906. According to the *Chicago Tribune* (as quoted in the *Michigan Alumnus*), in his speech, Angell listed his biggest qualms with the sport:

The public had come to consider that the first twelve weeks of college were for football, with an occasional lapse into intellectual pursuits. Other objections to the game had come along with this. The pains which were taken to gather members of the team from all over the country, the training of men as gladiators, and the making of the game a great spectacle for thousands of people have been frowned upon justly. The game came to have a different purpose than that of recreation and healthful strife. The boys in school were becoming infected with a wrong idea of what college life really stood for. The great sums of money involved in carrying on the game were a peril to the students, because there came the fight for the coaches. Every university wanted the best coach and fabulous sums of money were paid for the purpose of attaining this end.

But Angell claimed he had been misunderstood because of his reforming actions. Angell insisted he was “an admirer of the game” ever since he played it in his college days, that he even thought concerns over violence were “excessive,” and that he thought reform necessary “if the game was to be saved at all.” These remarks add to a history of ambivalence for Angell towards football.

From the evidence gathered, it is difficult to pinpoint Angell’s exact position on football. He clearly did not like it in its bloated, commercialized form at Michigan, yet his actions also indicate an extent of apathy. Angell did not assert his authority nearly as much as he could have. The president did not possess any official power over Michigan’s athletic program, but given Angell’s immense popularity and influence over the University, it seems impossible to think he did all that he could have. If Angell truly cared about amateur reform, why did he not try to ensure that Michigan stayed in the Big Nine, where it would be forced to tone down football? Perhaps Angell simply did not care about the issue to the extent that some of his comments indicated. In evidence of that possibility, his memoir does not reference any of the football strife during his time at Michigan. Or perhaps Angell did not want to go against general sentiment. The students,

like their football-mad counterparts in the East, overwhelmingly desired that Michigan football continue on its intense path of winning. They saw nothing wrong with the professional manner in which Michigan football operated, indicating the extent to which middle-class values guided young people and the larger culture in general by this time. Clearly, the faculty did not mind the direction of the football team either, given that the Senate never took more forceful action and that three of the five faculty members on the BIC voted to leave the reform-minded Big Nine. In sum, no governing entity at Michigan held the amount of power, or desire, necessary to tone down the professionalized, larger-than-life character of the school’s football team.

The pages of the *Michigan Daily* from the fall of 1907 make clear that the Michigan football team’s first season playing outside the confines of the Big Nine went off with no less enthusiasm or passion for a successful year. The first issue of the semester remarked optimistically “we can beat Pennsylvania,” the big-name Eastern opponent on the schedule in 1907, and reported that the team possessed the “confidence born of determination.” Even Fielding Yost met the burgeoning season “with a seriousness quite foreign to the Yost that Michigan students [had] idolized for nearly seven seasons.” The article contained no mention of the conference, or of Michigan’s relationship to its former co-members.99 Michigan football continued to grow; athletic management installed new bleachers at Ferry Field for the season, reflective of the still-strong interest in the team despite a lack of familiar opponents.100 The unrelenting interest could be found at a pep rally in October, when a graduate guest speaker told the assembled crowd of 3,500 students—already rallying their football team to beat
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Pennsylvania, even though the game would not be played for another month—that he “came not to arouse spirit but to be inspired” by the spirit Michigan already exuded, and that the school’s football supporters defied the critics who had said that a worse Michigan team would bring a lack of enthusiasm.\(^{101}\) The inexorable passion for football could also be seen later that month, when Michigan defeated Ohio State. The bleachers at Ferry Field “formed an impressive spectacle,” and “Michigan’s cheering was, as it had to be, far and away better than usual.”\(^{102}\)

In no way did it appear that the Michigan football community had entered into any kind of malaise about its relegation from the Big Nine, and no significant party offered any indication that it desired to rejoin the conference. In fact, the only step taken by any governing entity at Michigan served to further weaken the university’s relationship with the conference. This action came in October of 1907, when the Board of Regents—a body with little history of interfering with athletics, though most of its members had expressed support for severing Michigan’s relations with the Big Nine when the initial controversy developed—reorganized the BIC and made the body more responsible to faculty control. The *Daily* interpreted the Regents’ reconfiguring as likely to lead to even more significant “estrangement of Michigan from the Conference alliance.”\(^{103}\) In its first year of competition after unofficial separation from the Big Nine, Michigan football thus exhibited little change in its operative style (it remained professionalized) and interest behind it (students and alumni remained passionate, involved supporters). Additionally, the school’s athletic and academic leadership still felt


content to stay isolated from the Big Nine conference and its reform initiative. The result of the much-anticipated Pennsylvania game in 1907 perfectly illustrates the way in which Michigan football kept to its pre-separation character. Michigan lost the game to Pennsylvania, but this did not raise any doubts. Michigan may have been “defeated, but not disgraced”; Michigan lost, but it “[triumphed] in the victory of (Pennsylvania’s) red and blue.” And the Daily maintained that though the beloved Fielding Yost fell “for the third team in successive seasons in his biggest game of the schedule, Coach Yost looms up as the result of yesterday’s game as the greatest coach in the country.” The severing of relations with the Big Nine brought change to the Michigan football team’s schedule, but it did not alter the professionalized, commercial, big-time nature of football at Michigan. The institution kept its status as one of great importance—a status it earned because of its professional manner of growth.

In both the East and at Michigan, the newer generations of students’ and alumni’s marked competitive impulses and drive for excellence, evidence of the way the rise of middle-class values informed them, swept up the game of football, the popularity of which reflected the masculinity espoused by the white middle class. In both East and West, after calls for reform from older, more traditional-minded alumni who had once controlled college football, wary faculty tried to act, but in both regions, they essentially failed. Football remained strong after the strife of 1905-07, and it kept its character as well. In the East, this showed the strength of the game’s popularity and the middle-class culture behind it, in that football could overcome opposition in a place with at least some tradition of upper-class amateur beliefs and men who held these beliefs. At Michigan, the

---

place in the West whose football program most resembled the powerful Eastern ones, football’s continued professional growth showed that the newer, more progressive West, lacking in the same type of upper-class amateur tradition, offered even less resistance to the proponents of professionalized football than the East did, despite the successful reform led at Western institutions with weaker football programs. In both places, at Michigan and the East, the continued ascendance of professionalized football, albeit a less-rough version of it, proved that the conflict over football can truly be seen as a conflict over the primacy of rapidly expanding middle-class values. The alumni who challenged college football had no power to enact their desired reforms, thrust out by the newer generation that led football’s growth with these values; their criticism of college football represented their anxieties over their declining status in society generally. The faculty and presidents who challenged college football had no mandate to enact their desired reforms, with the culture at large influenced by middle-class values and thus opposed to any action that threatened the new nature of football. All told, the failure of reformers to enact any lasting, radical change in the first significant test of college football’s livelihood constitutes more confirmation of the ascendancy of the middle-class values that took hold of the U.S. over the course of the 19th century.
Figure 4: Fans walk towards Michigan Stadium before a football game in September 2010
Figure 5: Inside Michigan Stadium during a football game in November 2011
EPILOGUE

The professionalism and commercialism that pervade college football today, as well as the violence that remains inherent in the sport, indicate the results of reformers’ failure to enact significant, lasting changes to the game in the early 20th century. In just about every way, the professional and commercial character of college football has grown unchecked, reaching astronomical financial levels in some instances. The forerunner of the NCAA came about in 1905 after university representatives’ calls for reform nearly resulted in a radical restructuring of college football, with some parties even calling for the sport’s abolishment. College presidents and faculties created this predecessor of the NCAA because they wanted to both make the game safer and decrease the influence that big-time college football had on campuses and in public culture. These university reformers developed their positions in reaction to features of the sport that included the huge end-of-year championship games in cities such as New York and Chicago, events that became true spectacles and drew upwards of 30-40,000 spectators; the collection of gate money for profit, which contributed to the unchecked growth of teams violated ideals of what reformers thought should be happening at respected educational institutions; and the belief that football took away from the education of students, given that pupils spent so much time and energy on their beloved teams, whether playing on the “elevens” or merely following them.

Today, the NCAA effectively works in partnership with universities and athletic conferences to maximize profits while claiming to maintain the amateur ideal, a concept that has never seemed so fictional or anachronistic. The organization hardly resembles an entity designed to promote and maintain the amateurism of college athletics and athletes,
specifically as it regards college football, the sport that provides more profits to universities than any other game (as it did in the 1890s). College presidents and representatives still control the NCAA, but much of the organization’s operations are left to full-time staff members unaffiliated with universities. Said presidents do not seem to mind very much that the NCAA, originally designed to restrict football from growing out of control, has morphed into an exorbitant, profit-seeking body. As Taylor Branch outlines, the organization charges high admission fees at NCAA sporting events, collects large amounts of money from television networks for the right to broadcast said events, and then profits from the licensing and sale of these broadcasts for future use. The television deal between the NCAA and CBS Sports/Turner Broadcasting comes off as the most shockingly profitable. The two networks combined to pay the NCAA $771 million for the right to broadcast the organization’s basketball tournament each year, the event that serves as the main profit source for the governing body. Concerned observers of the 1890s might have considered this arrangement legitimately obscene—many observers today have declared similar sentiments. Branch calls the NCAA a “cartel,” and says the fact that the organization profits from the labor of unpaid, “amateur” athletes means the situation gives off an “unmistakable whiff of the plantation.” The NCAA collects such lofty earnings while somehow enjoying nonprofit status.¹

¹ Branch, *The Shame of College Sports.*
system, in which bowl game companies—also officially designated nonprofits—run postseason exhibitions in partnership with corporate sponsors, with both entities profiting from the resulting attendance fees and television money. If the men who originally created the NCAA thought that the New York Thanksgiving games posed a threat to amateur ideals, it is difficult to imagine how they would explain the year-end games today. The NCAA does still enforce eligibility and other rules, but the institution receives constant criticism for doing a poor job in this area, with one example being Yahoo! Sports columnist Dan Wetzel’s disparagement of the organization for its botched handling of the recent infractions case involving the University of Miami football and basketball programs. Wetzel labeled the failed oversight attempt the NCAA’s “latest enforcement gaffe.”

Nobody would question the skill with which the NCAA generates profits, however, income that essentially comes from the labor of unpaid, “amateur” athletes. In this way, the NCAA, with no significant disapproval from presidents and faculties, now resembles a bastardization of what its founding members intended it to be.

The current state of the Big Ten represents the highly commercialized nature of the conferences and the NCAA. The Big Ten originated as a literal “conference” of the presidents of seven leading Midwestern universities, men who came together in an attempt to create a unified set of rules and regulations that would ideally change the professionalized nature of college football in the West and halt its continued commercial growth. Today, like the NCAA, the Big Ten seemingly seeks first and foremost to maximize profits, both for the athletic departments of member schools and for itself. As

---

with the NCAA, even though member presidents still hold power to vote on conference decisions, the conference employs a full-time staff unaffiliated with actual universities, including a commissioner, Jim Delany, who serves as the de facto president of the conference (other conferences around the country use the same model as well). An institution created to be a vehicle for combating the rapidly-developing professional elements in college football now collects $310 million dollars in revenue annually according to Forbes, most of which comes from the conference’s college football television contract with ABC/ESPN.3 Much of the Big Ten’s financial clout also comes from its own television network, the Big Ten Network. The Big Ten now actively seeks to generate more revenue by using BTN as a financial vehicle, evidenced by the announcement last fall that the conference would add Maryland and Rutgers to its membership in an expansion movement fueled by the desire to broach the television footprint of the East Coast.4 The Big Ten’s profit-motivated move to expand perfectly illustrates the extent to which the conference has abandoned its initial mandate as a Midwestern, anti-professionalized-college football reform group.

The present-day University of Michigan athletic operation also exhibits the commercial character seen in the NCAA and Big Ten. One may not be surprised by this fact given that the school first broke relations with the conference for professional-related reasons, but Michigan actually rejoined the group of Western schools relatively quickly. Its reasoning for doing so, however, still portended future professionalism. After

---

separating from the then-Big Nine in 1907 because students and alumni feared that the conference’s reforms would inhibit the pursuit of wins, student sentiment gradually reversed as undergraduates began to favor returning to the conference, which eventually occurred in 1917. This change in feeling did not result because students suddenly desired to curb the scale of the football program, or because of some scandal that violated amateur ideals; the students, sick of competing against inferior Western opponents and unable to schedule elite Eastern teams, simply wanted to once again play against the best possible competition.\(^5\) If anything, despite the previous respective stances of the reform-driven Big Nine and Michigan, the latter’s decision to rejoin its former peers can be interpreted as professional in nature, since it reflected that Michigan football’s supporters still wanted to challenge the best.

The current manifestation of the Michigan football program, and the school’s athletic department in general, operate in a highly professionalized manner. It can perhaps be said that the football players themselves play solely for the “love of the game,” since it is against NCAA rules for them to be compensated in any way outside of their athletic scholarships, but players’ attempts at winning are central to the business model of the Michigan athletic department. Wins drive fan interest, which increases revenue, which sustains the successful football/athletic programs—the same way Michigan, as well as the Eastern schools, operated in the 1890s. Dating to the events of 1907, the Michigan football program and athletic program have enjoyed an essentially uninhibited process of growth, fueled by the money earned from a supposedly amateur sport in football. This phenomenon is manifest at the corner of Stadium Blvd. and Main St. in Ann Arbor today, where the football team’s 107, 501-person capacity stadium sits.

\(^5\) Pack, *100 Years of Athletics, the University of Michigan*, 12.
The capacity is almost shocking when one considers that 30,000-person crowds alarmed observers a century ago.

The growth of Michigan football and its athletics generally seem unlikely to end anytime soon. Last fall, just two months before the Big Ten made official its own form of expansion, the Michigan athletic department announced a $250 million dollar, seven-to-ten year project to renovate its entire athletic campus. In stark contrast to the growth of Michigan football, Harvard, Yale, Princeton, and the other powerful schools of the East finally did take serious reforming action in 1945, when they created the first “Ivy Group” agreement (essentially forming what later officially became the Ivy League). The agreement created several rules and regulations, none more important than the stipulation that banned non need-based scholarships. In effect, the new rule finally curtailed the big-time nature of college football on Eastern campuses. Today, Ivy League schools still have football teams, and fans crowd stadiums, but schools’ athletic departments are not so large that winning and losing, and thus the creation of revenue, determine athletics’ viability. The lack of scholarships has essentially reduced the scale of football, and the sport now resembles something much closer to the amateur ideal at places such as Harvard and Yale than it did in the early 20th century at these same places. Yet while these original powers decided to institute serious reform, the rest of the country did not follow suit. Today, there are 120 Division-I, Football Bowl Subdivision college football teams, meaning there are 120 college football teams that have programs dependent on wins and money, and thus programs foreign to the initial guiding notion of amateurism.

---

7 The NCAA divides its athletic teams into divisions based on school size. D-I FBS football teams are the biggest and best in the country compared to the other divisions.
Instead, these programs are even more informed by later 19th-century middle-class values of competitiveness and ambition than their counterparts in the 1890s.

Controversy once again surrounds college football today, as it first did in the 1890s. The entire issue can essentially be traced to the disconnect between the ideal of amateurism that informed early sport in the Eastern U.S. (and thus sport in general in the U.S.) and the true economic and social nature of America. An amateur-based sporting system in the U.S. at the level of universities, a level subject to mass public interest, likely never could have remained viable, simply because the American social structure would not support it. The American middle class that emerged out of the country’s large-scale capitalist economy and that began to dominate the country and its culture simply could not coexist with a philosophical system derived from England’s social structure—that is, a structure marked by an upper class distinctly separate from a lower class, with little middle class presence and an economic system that did not necessarily place significant value on social mobility and the competitiveness that comes from it. Football developed at a time in America that proved troublesome to amateur growth; a time before the middle-class driven economy had taken complete ascendancy, and thus before the older values derived from a class that held power in a different economy had completely disappeared. The problem is that this older group initiated football’s growth, creating ideals associated with football that could not last unless this rapidly fading class and its values somehow managed to survive, despite the increasingly preponderant ideals of the growing middle class. Perhaps if college football did not emerge until the 1920s or so, when the status of the U.S. economy and middle class had become much firmer, then the
controversy that defines the sport might never have emerged. But this, of course, can never be known.

The middle-class values and the economic system they came from still inform American culture today. The rise-from-the-bottom story remains a classically American phenomenon—it remains the American Dream. Given this, it is only natural that football remains as popular and problematic as ever, with men such as Taylor Branch (in lieu of Caspar Whitney) still trying to expose the game’s flaws, and leaders such as President Obama (in lieu of Teddy Roosevelt) cognizant that the game’s cultural importance is significant enough to necessitate his input. One need look no further than college football to see just how much the aforementioned middle-class ideals and large-scale capitalism have come to be accepted and even taken for granted in the U.S. today. As evidence, the most significant controversy over the sport has shifted from the very presence of commercial-related tendencies within the game to the complaint that college football players do not receive the deserved amount of compensation (scholarships do not suffice). Critics do not care whether or not the amateur ideal is truly upheld; they just want the NCAA to stop pretending it is at the expense of players’ fair compensation. This modern controversy might stand a better chance of being successfully resolved than the original one, if only because the opponent is less a conflicted society and more an inept, misguided organization.

Football is still violent. It is less violent, since the reform of the early 20th century led to the eventual proliferation of the forward pass and a more open game. But the game’s inherent violence, the facet that originally made it so appealing to late 19th-century Americans, is still present, and it is a significant reason the game appeals to so
many Americans today. College football is also still a professionalized sport, to an even greater extent than in the early years of the 20th century since the U.S. in general is commercialized to a greater extent. Many critics detest the flawed “amateur” model of the sport, but supporters and detractors alike care deeply about teams’ wins and losses, about the competition and the ambition of the players. Sustained winning is the overarching mission in college football, a principle that goes unquestioned. This condition is antithetical to amateurism, but in reality, amateurism is antithetical to capitalist, middle-class America. The supposed ills of college football remain largely the same today as they did in the late 19th/early 20th centuries because we remain largely the same: fascinated with physicality, driven to be the best, and influenced by the middle-class culture that spawned both of these values. We profess our uneasiness with the violent, professional nature of college football at times, but we cannot change who we are. Hence, the televisions remain tuned in, and the stadiums stay full.
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